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Chapter 1
Preface
The manufacturing industry is very diverse and covers a wide range
of specific processes ranging from extracting minerals to assembly of
very complex products such as planes or computers, with all intermediate processing steps in a long chain of industrial suppliers and customers. Extracting from this wide variety of businesses and processes,
some general trends that could be meaningful to the whole industry
chain is far from easy and is bound to give rather general fields [EAG].
It is well know that the introduction of robots in manufacturing
industries has many advantages. Basically, in relation to human labor, robots work to a constant level of quality. For example, waste,
scrap and rework are minimized. Furthermore they can work in areas that are hazardous or unpleasant to humans. Robots are advantageous where strength is required, and in many applications they are
also faster than humans. Also, in relation to special-purpose dedicated
equipment, robots are more easily reprogrammed to cope with new
products or changes in the design of existing ones [ASV08].
In the last 30-40 years, large enterprises in high-volume markets
have managed to remain competitive and maintain qualified jobs by
increasing their productivity, through, among others, the incremental adoption and use of advanced ICT and robotics technologies. In
the 70s, robots have been introduced for the automation of a wide
spectrum of tasks such as: assembly of cars, white goods, electronic
devices, machining of metal and plastic parts, and handling of work
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pieces and objects of all kinds. Robotics has thus soon become a synonym for competitive manufacturing and a key contributing technology for strengthening the economic base of Europe [EUR]. So far, the
automotive and electronics industries and their supply chains are the
main users of robot systems and are accounting for more than 60% of
the total annual robot sales. Robotic technologies have thus mainly
been driven by the needs of these high-volume market industries.
The degree of automation in the automotive industries is expected
to increase in the future as robots will push the limits towards flexibility regarding faster change-over-times of different product types
(through rapid programming generation schemes), capabilities to deal
with tolerances (through an extensive use of sensors) and costs (by reducing customized work-cell installations and reuse of manufacturing
equipment). These immediate challenges lead to the following current
RTD trends in robotics:
• Expensive single-purpose transport and fixing equipment is replaced by standard robots thus allowing continuous production
flows. Remaining fixtures may be adjusted by the robot itself.
• Cooperative robots in a work-cell coordinate handling, fixing
and process tasks so that robots may be easily adjusted to varying work piece geometries, process parameters and task sequences.
Short change-over times are reached by automated program generation which takes into account necessary synchronization, collision avoidance and robot-to-robot calibration.
• Measuring devices mounted on robots and increased use of sensor systems and RFID-tagged parts carrying individual information contributes to better dealing with tolerances in automated
processes.
• Human-robot-cooperation bridges the gap between fully manual
and fully automated task execution. People and robots will share
sensing, cognitive and physical capabilities.
There are numerous new fields of applications in which robot technology is not widespread today due to its lack of flexibility and high
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costs involved when dealing with varying lot sizes and variable product
geometries. In such cases, hyper-flexible robotic work cells can help in
providing flexibility to the system and making it adaptable to the different dynamic production requirements. Hyper-flexible robotic work
cells, in fact, can be composed of sets of industrial robotic manipulators that cooperate to achieve the production step that characterize the
work cell; they can be programmed and re-programmed to achieve a
wide class of operations and they may result versatile to perform different kind of tasks [GA12].

1.1 Thesis contribution
Related key technology challenges for pursuing successful long-term
industrial robot automation are introduced at three levels: basic technologies, robot components and systems integration. On a systems integration level, the main challenges lie in the development of methods
and tools for instructing and synchronising the operation of a group
of cooperative robots at the shop-floor. Furthermore, the development
of the concept of hyper flexible manufacturing systems implies soon
the availability of: consistent middleware for automation modules to
seamlessly connect robots, peripheral devices and industrial IT systems without reprogramming everything (”plug-and-play”) [EUR].
In this thesis both innovative and traditional industrial robot applications will be analyzed from the point of view of task coordination. In
the modeling environment, contribution of this dissertation consists in
presenting a new methodology to obtain a model oriented to the control
the sequencing of the activities of a robotic hyperflexible cell. First a
formal model using the Colored Modified Hybrid Petri Nets (CMHPN)
is presented. An algorithm is provided to obtain an automatic synthesis of the CMHPN of a robotic cell with detail attention to aircraft
industry. It is important to notice that the CMHPN is used to model
the cell behaviour at a high level of abstraction. It models the activities
of each cell component and its coordination by a supervisory system.
As more, an object oriented approach and supervisory control are proposed to implement industrial automation control systems (based on
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Programmable Logic Controllers) to meet the new challenges of this
field:capability to implement applications involving widely distributed
devices and high reuse of software components. Hence a a method
is proposed to implement both controllers and supervisors designed
by Petri Nets on Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) using Object Oriented Programming (OOP). Finally preliminary results about a
novel cyber-physical approach to the design of automated warehouse
systems is presented.

1.2 Thesis Overview
The thesis is organized as follow:
Chapter 2 describes the state of the art of hyperflexible robotic workcells and introduces the issues of a complex but essential
task in aeronautical industries
Chapter 3 contains a brief background on Petri Net (PN), Colored PN
and Hybrid PN formalisms, necessary to understand the
others chapters. Because of their importance in the developing of the contribute of this thesis, a brief literature
review about the Hybrid PNs is also presented.
Chapter 4 introduces an approaches to model complex Hyper-flexible
robotic work cells based on a new Petri net formalism that
merges the concepts of Hybrid Petri Nets and Colored Petri
Nets.
Chapter 5 presents a method to implements controllers and supervisors designed by Petri Nets on PLCs using Object Oriented
Programming
Chapter 6 summarizes the previous chapter and presents a cyber-physical
perspective view about the control of automated warehouse
systems.

Chapter 2
State of the art
There are numerous new fields of applications in which robot technology is not widespread today due to its lack of flexibility and high costs
involved when dealing with varying lot sizes and variable product geometries. New robotic applications will soon emerge from new industries and from SMEs, which cannot use today’s inflexible robot technology or which still require a lot of manual operations under strenuous, unhealthy and hazardous conditions. In this chapter the state
of the art for robotic applications will be described and the issues of
automation for aeronautical industries will be introduced.

2.1

Introduction on hyperflexible cells

The manufacturing industry is very diverse and covers a wide range
of specific processes ranging from extracting minerals to assembly of
very complex products such as planes or computers, with all intermediate processing steps in a long chain of industrial suppliers and customers. Extracting from this wide variety of businesses and processes,
some general trends that could be meaningful to the whole industry
chain is far from easy and is bound to give rather general fields [EAG].
It is well know that the introduction of robots in manufacturing
industries has many advantages. Basically, in relation to human labor, robots work to a constant level of quality. For example, waste,
scrap and rework are minimized. Furthermore they can work in ar-
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eas that are hazardous or unpleasant to humans. Robots are advantageous where strength is required, and in many applications they are
also faster than humans. Also, in relation to special-purpose dedicated
equipment, robots are more easily reprogrammed to cope with new
products or changes in the design of existing ones [ASV08].
In the last 30-40 years, large enterprises in high-volume markets
have managed to remain competitive and maintain qualified jobs by
increasing their productivity, through, among others, the incremental adoption and use of advanced ICT and robotics technologies. In
the 70s, robots have been introduced for the automation of a wide
spectrum of tasks such as: assembly of cars, white goods, electronic
devices, machining of metal and plastic parts, and handling of work
pieces and objects of all kinds. Robotics has thus soon become a synonym for competitive manufacturing and a key contributing technology for strengthening the economic base of Europe [EUR].
So far, industrial robot technology and products have largely been
driven by the requirements of the automotive and the electronics (light
assembly) industry. It is foreseen that future manufacturing paradigms
in these industries will still be largely depending on future robotic
products, solutions and services. However, the emergence of other applications from non-automotive industries opens up new technological
horizons and market opportunities for robotic technologies.
Relieving people from bad working conditions (e.g., operation of
hazardous machines, handling poisonous or heavy material, working
in dangerous or unpleasant environments) leads to many new opportunities for applying robotics technology. Examples of bad working
conditions can be found in foundries or the metal working industry.
Besides the need of handling objects at very high temperatures, work
under unhealthy conditions takes place in manual fettling operations,
which contribute to about 40% of the total production cost in a foundry.
Manual fettling means heavy lifts, strong vibrations, metal dust and
high noise levels, resulting in annual hospitalization costs of more
than C150m in Europe. Bad working conditions can also be found
in slaughterhouses, fisheries and cold stores where beside low temperatures also the handling of sharp tools makes the work unhealthy and
hazardous. Other examples where robots can improve the working
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environment are painter workshops, glazier workshops and garbage
handling plants.
If sensor information can be reliably used for robot control and
if robot instruction schemes may be intuitive (e.g., by using more intuitive interaction mechanisms, built-in process knowledge and automatic motion generation), many other applications where present robot
technology has failed can be envisioned:
• Assembly and disassembly (vehicles, airplanes, refrigerators,
washing machines, consumer goods). Obviously challenges address cost-effective robot systems which are able to cope with a
wide range of processes, tasks and objects. In many cases fully
automatic task execution by robots is impossible. Cooperative
robots should support the worker in terms of force augmentation, parallelization or sharing of tasks. Cost-effectiveness can
only be reached by drastically reducing the health hazards for the
worker or increasing the productivity of the manual workplace
by typically 50 - 100
• Aerospace industry currently uses customized NC machines
for machining, drilling, assembly, quality testing operations on
structural parts. In assembly and quality testing, the automation
level is still low due to the variability of configurations and insufficient precision of available robots. Identified requirements for
future robots call for higher accuracy, adaptivity towards workpiece tolerances, flexibility to cover different product ranges,
and safe cooperation with operators.
• SME manufacturing: Cutting, fettling, deflashing, drilling, deburring, milling, grinding and polishing of products made of
metal, glass, ceramics, plastics, rubber and wood.
• Food and consumer good industries: Processing, assembly,
filling, handling and packaging of food and consumer goods
• Construction: Cutting, drilling, grinding and welding of large
beams and other construction elements for buildings, bridges,
ships, trains, power stations, wind mills etc. In most of these
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applications robots would have to cope with products having big
variations in geometry and material properties and often produced in small batches. In order to achieve the required adaptability, the robot controller must be able to make use of information from different types of sensors, where the most important
input will come from vision- and force sensing systems. Simultaneously, it must be very simple to instruct the robot to perform different tasks more or less autonomously in response to
the sensor information and built-in process knowledge. These
requirements are similar to service robots and a closer R&D collaboration between industrial and service robotics will be crucial
to obtain the radical innovations needed to obtain a widespread
use of industrial robot automation [EAG].
Industrial Robot Applications [ele] can be divided into:
Material-handling applications:
• Involve the movement of material or parts from one location to
another.
• It includes part placement, palletizing and/or depalletizing, machine loading and unloading.
Processing Operations:
• Requires the robot to manipulate a special process tool as the
end effectors.
• The application include spot welding, arc welding, riveting, spray
painting, machining, metal cutting, deburring, polishing.
Assembly Applications:
• Involve part-handling manipulations of a special tools and other
automatic tasks and operations.
Inspection Operations:
• Require the robot to position a work part to an inspection device.

2.2. System Integration issues
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• Involve the robot to manipulate a device or sensor to perform the
inspection.
In this thesis most of industrial robot applications will be analyzed from the point of view of task coordination. In detail Materialhandling applications will be discussed in chapter 6 whereas Assembly,Processing and Inspection applications will be analyzed in chapter
4.

2.2

System Integration issues

Related key technology challenges for pursuing successful long-term
industrial robot automation are introduced at three levels: basic technologies, robot components and systems integration [EUR]. On a systems integration level, the main challenges are as follows:
• Fine manipulation/high precision. Installation and changeover times of robot work-cells are highly dependent on negotiating tolerances in processes, product geometries and product
position/presentation. This aspect is even more emphasized as
product components decrease in size (micro, nano... ). A goal is
to account for required precision on the basis of existing (nonprecision) machines by use of increased numbers of sensors and
improved sensor data processing.
• Human-robot-collaborative work-cells. A cooperative task execution between robot and worker can increase the overall productivity through a perfect split of capabilities This idea also
extends to the vision of making robots a commodity in manufacturing and crafts.
• Cooperating robots. As unit prices drop at increasing rates,
the cost of typical robot peripherals (conveyors, feeders, positioning devices, fixtures ...) can be drastically reduced and at
the same time provide more flexibility. The result would be
a network of interlinked robots which cooperatively transport,
machine, handle and assemble work-pieces. A typical, simple
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scenario is a robot presenting a work-piece and positioning it so
that a second robot can work on that piece. RTD tasks especially
comprise scalable/distributed architectures for multiple robots,
so that synchronization, sensor data processing, programming,
task allocation, decision making and diagnosis can be organized
and managed in a distributed system.
• Hyper flexible manufacturing systems. Product volumes and
life-times are especially uncertain for consumer goods (electrical appliances, mobile communication). An immediate changeover may give additional opportunities to react to market developments and receptivity. The adaptation to new batches, product variants or new products should be shortened by typically
one order of magnitude compared to today. This should result
in a consistent modularization of manufacturing systems both in
terms of software (components, interfaces) and hardware (interfaces, signal, energy transmission):
– A consistent middleware of automation modules to connect
robots, peripheral devices and industrial IT systems (in a
mechanical, electrical and especially logical way) without
reprogramming (“Plug and Play “)
– The “wireless shop floor “. Signal transmission should be
detached from wiring and switching cabinets. Closely associated to this challenge are aspects of data security.
– Mobile work-cells should facilitate the change-over of manufacturing lines to new compositions or, in a more advanced
way to “abandon“the robot work-cell in favour of installing
robots temporarily at the workplace/workbench.
– Establishment of a life-cycle oriented consideration of production equipment (procurement, financing, planning)
• Micro and nano-manufacturing. As products become smaller
manufacturing technology has to be scaled. However, as materials, manufacturing, processes and design principles for microsystems differ from traditional products and manufacturing, the
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development of lowcost, dependable micro manufacturing equipment constitutes a major challenges. These systems generally
incorporate rich sensor capabilities for optimized process control, robotic devices for automated handling, assembly and machining of microparts. It is expected that the manufacturing of
nano-systems will follow radically new and fully automated processes (from solid state physics, generative processes from biology) requiring new robotics devices, possible based on completely different motion generating principles

2.3 Implementation of industrial automation
system
Nowadays, programming of automation systems is largely based on
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 61131 standard
[IEC03]. This standard does not meet Object Oriented Programming
(OOP) requirements making programming of large distributed systems
quite difficult. As a matter of fact, the standard is currently being revised to overcome this deficiency. The IEC 61131 already contains a
simple class concept, the Function Block (FB) which has an internal
state, a routine manipulating this state, and it may be instantiated several times [TF11]. So, extending the existing FB with object-oriented
features is a natural way of introducing object orientation in the IEC
61131. This is the path that the current working draft of IEC 61131
revision is following: adding methods, inheritance and interface abstraction (polymorphism) to FB [Wer09].
OOP has demonstrated its capability in handling complex software
development problems and producing flexible and reusable software
components. Despite the advantages listed before, software engineering industrial experience shows that OOP technologies fail to provide
all the expected benefits, particularly, in the areas of management of
complexity, and performance. The reusability and adaptability of a
framework or a class library can be increased by adding new features
and variation points. Unfortunately, as the number of variation points
increases, the complexity of the framework rapidly grows while its
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performance usually deteriorates [CE00]. In industrial automation, objects are often related to physical devices built in a certain company or
specific industrial domain context. Thus, in industrial automation the
application of OOP is expected to be more intuitive than it has been in
software engineering.
Industrial control systems are not generic computer systems and
then OOP tools oriented to industrial automation should satisfy the
additional requirements [Sch07]: I/O configuration and direct access
to I/O signals; Multi-paradigm programming, i.e. object-programming
should be optional to offer a stepwise and reversible transition to OOP;
OOP should be introduced as an addition to current IEC 61131, to
avoid a steep learning curve; OOP should be supported in all languages provided by IEC 61131 so that both textual and graphical languages can be used, the latter being very useful when programming
sequences. Real time software requirements are implicit in industrial
automation [Dou99]. From a control engineering point of view, industrial control systems are usually equipped with real time operative
systems, which guarantee the meeting real time constraints.
Some programming environments have been introduced to provide
OOP for industrial automation programming, see for instance references [GDF+ 10, 3S 12]. At best of our knowledge, only CoDeSys V3
developed by a medium-size vendor of software tools can be used for
programming a significant number of industrial devices (see [3S 12]
for further details). Moreover, it supports PLCopen XML import/export
functionality that allows to interface such a tool with other environments to improve the design of OOP applications [PSK11]. CoDeSys
meets the additional requirements listed above for OOP programming
tools; it extends the IEC 61131 FB to a class construct by the addition of methods, inheritance; it introduces the INTERFACE-construct
for the declaration of abstract FBs with polymorphic reference semantics.Finally, it allows dynamic memory allocation by means of New
operator.
On the other hand, there exists another IEC standard, the IEC
61499 [IEC05]. This standard, built on IEC 61131 and on the FB
concept, provides an implementation-independent distributed control
standard. A good introduction to the development of controllers us-
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ing IEC 61499 is provided by [Lew01], while [Vya07, Vya11, DV12]
give a practical introduction to using IEC 61499 controllers in industry
settings. An application model in the 61499 standard is a network of
interconnected FBs that are different from those in IEC 61131. FBs
have now clearly defined distinct interfaces for event and data inputs
and outputs. Event inputs are used to activate the FB while event outputs are used to propagate events to other FBs. Data inputs and outputs
are used to pass data values between FBs. An FB can have internal
variables that are fully protected, i.e. not directly accessible from the
outside. The internal FB behavior is defined by an Execution Control
Chart (ECC) with its own states, transitions, and actions for a basic
FBs. Composite FB behavior is defined by a network of basic FBs
or other composite FBs. An ECC basically describes a Moore-type
finite state machine. Transition conditions between its states are evaluated whenever the FB receives an input event. Such conditions are expressed using an input event and/or a Boolean conditions. A transition
between two states happens when the associated condition is satisfied.
Thus, whenever an ECC is triggered by an input event, a sequence of
transitions may take place within the ECC in response to that event.
Each ECC state can be associated with actions, i.e. algorithms written
in any of IEC 61131 languages or high level programming languages
like C or Java, and an output event can be associated with signal actions’ completion. The actions related to a given state are executed
once upon entry to the state.
One of the main achievements of the IEC 61499 standard is the
introduction of the event-based execution order for program organization unit (e.g., a FB or a program). Main drawbacks of 61499
are: it is very different from IEC 61131 thus requiring a steep learning curve; it supports partially OOP (inheritance is not supported);
there are few commercial implementations [Thr09]. Moreover, a huge
amount of manpower and money has been spent in industry in order to establish applications and libraries using IEC 61131 and this
makes difficult to adopt new standards or new paradigms, at least in
the next future, unless a certain compatibility with respect to 61131 is
preserved [ZSSB09].
In IEC 61131 when a program organization unit (e.g., a FB or a
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program) is invoked, it executes its code sequentially from beginning
to end. A task is associated to each program organization unit. Each
task can be configured to control the execution of a program organization unit to execute periodically or upon the occurrence of a specified
trigger, i.e. an event. More precisely, events must be derived from
boolean-valued signals by detecting rising and falling edges between
two consecutive scan cycles (e.g. the rising of a photocell signal).
Then, an event-based invocation method is available in IEC 61131.
However, the invocation mechanism of a FB by a task is not supported
by all IEC 61131 programming environments. Moreover, the term
event-based execution order introduced by 61499 is not only related
to the invocation mechanism but also to the I/O behavior. A FB may
consist of several algorithms, but just some of them would be selected
(even just one) to be executed if the input signals have a certain set of
values (i.e., a certain event occurs), and consequently a value is given
to each output signal. This is different from the fact to invoke a FB
when the input signals have a certain set of values. Another problem is
how to manage the concurrent behavior of the (many) FBs that constitute the automation software. Each time an event occurs (a photocell
detects something, an FB completes an action, etc.) it is necessary to
describe how it should be handled. A formal approach is needed since
the concurrency and the logical constraints on the desired sequences
of events make this a not easy task. To the purpose, a service-oriented
approach can be useful. In a Service-oriented-Architecture (SoA) distributed resources provide their functionalities in form of services that
can be accessed externally by clients without knowing the underlining
implementation [MMLCR08, JS05]. Thus, the challenge of SoA is
to reconcile the opposing principles of autonomy and interoperability.
Requesters of services only need to know the external visible interface
(description of a service) and rules on how to access them; the internal
structure and functionality represented by a service are hidden.

2.4. Automated warehouse systems
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2.4 Automated warehouse systems
Nowadays, it is well recognized that flexibility, modularity and reconfigurability are the main challenges in the design of manufacturing systems. Automated warehouse systems play a key role in such
systems and are currently controlled using hierarchical and centralized
control architectures and conventional automation programming techniques. The automated warehouse systems has been investigated since
1990 [Van99] and performs the short-term optimization of handling
sequences. In particular, it usually has the objective to minimize the
time to complete a little number of picking or storage operations and
is based on the current state of the system.
A general real warehouse architecture, consisting of a number of
aisles, each one served by a crane, an Interface System (IS) and picking
positions (see Fig. 2.1), is considered in this chapter.
crane bay 1

crane bay N

...

C1

CN

V1

V2

V6

Interface
System
V5

V3

V4

...
picking bay 1

picking bay M

Figure 2.1 Scheme of a general real warehouse architecture: at the top aisles and
crane bays (blocks C1 . . . CN represent the cranes serving the respective aisles), at
the bottom picking bays, in the center Interface System routes with running vehicles
(blocks Vi , with i = 1 . . . 6 represent the vehicles).

On both sides of each aisle there is a storage rack composed of
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nr rows and nk columns; moreover, as said, each aisle is served by a
crane, capable of moving both vertically and horizontally at the same
time, which is in charge of picking a Stock Unit (SU) at the input
buffer/bay of the aisle, storing it in the assigned location, as well as
retrieving and moving it to the output buffer/bay of the aisle.
The IS consists of vehicles which can move a number of SUs. The
vehicles move along a mono-dimensional guidepath placed orthogonally with respect to the aisle axis. They perform picking actions (from
the aisles output bays and from the picking area output bays) and deposit actions (into the aisles input bays and into the picking area input
bays).
The picking area represents the output point of warehouse systems.
A picking bay consists of a picking location connected via conveyors
to the IS input and output interfaces, so that a SU can be partially
emptied by a human operator and then carried back to an aisle rack
location.
An input buffer, not reported in Fig. 2.1, represents the interface of
the warehouse with the incoming area. It is used to load full SUs in
the warehouse.
A set of missions is given as input to this kind of systems. Each
mission requires that a certain quantity of an item, which can be stored
in more than one aisle, is moved to a picking bay. Hence, the execution of a mission requires the choice of the SU to move among those
containing the desired item (this choice includes also the choice of the
crane since there is one crane in each aisle), the choice of a vehicle
to transfer the SU to the picking area, the choice of the picking bay,
again the choice of a vehicle to return the SU in the storage area and
the choice of the location where the SU must be stored among those
available.
The control problem consists in assigning each available resource
(a location, a picking bay, a crane or a vehicle) to a mission. When one
resource is available for a set of missions, a conflict occurs. The output
of the control problem consists in determining Who has to do What and
in Which Order in a manner that a certain objective is reached over
a certain time horizon. In other words, the control must solve these
conflicts. A detailed model is needed since it is important to detect in
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which order these conflicts occur.
The typical control architecture for these systems consists of three
different levels [ABCC05]:
• MS (Management System - level 3)
• OS (Optimizer System - level 2)
• HS (Handling System - level 1)
In this context, MS receives the loading/unloading planning from
the Planning System (PS) and, based also on the location map (i.e.,
the list of the SUs stored in the warehouse and the coordinates of their
location), provides to OS a set of complex handling requests, hereafter named missions, to be executed. It also communicates to PS the
inventory items.
PS does not know where a SU is, but it only knows whether a
SU is or not in the warehouse, thus it can order to pick it by sending
a retrieval mission to MS; PS does not know where a SU has to be
stored but it only knows that there is at least an empty location in the
warehouse, thus it can send a storage mission to MS. PS works on a
statistical characterization of the system performance. Its main task is
material planning and lot-sizing keeping in mind the constraints concerning the inventory levels, buffer capacities and production times.
Thus, PS is outside the control architecture.
MS at level 3 knows only the warehouse location map, but not the
actual state of the whole plant (crane and shuttle positions, tracking
position state). Therefore MS schedules the missions to be performed
exclusively on the basis of the state of the warehouse location map by
using its optimal management algorithm.
The movements in an automated warehouse are carried out by subdividing the given mission into several basic handling sequences. In
this context, HS is used for the sole basic handling sequences (for example
crane goes to position X, shuttle picks SU from buffer, etc.) while OS takes charge of the real-time optimization based
on the current state of the plant. Therefore OS receives the list of missions from MS, reschedules and segments them into basic sequences
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Figure 2.2 Typical control architecture of an automated warehouse system.

according to the plant state and the appropriate optimization policy;
such sequences are then communicated to HS to be executed. To perform the movement, simple functions which implement those basic
sequences are needed.
HS is typically implemented on a PLC, and OS can be physically
separated from HS and runned on a a different machine, typically a
workstation.
The hierarchical control architecture benefits from the separation
of functionalities but limits the modularity and flexibility of the control
system, being MS and OS implemented in a centralized way. In the
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last chapter will be explained that the recent development of intelligent
networked embedded systems and technologies, could help to change
this.

2.5 Aircraft industry
One of the most important challenges for the next aircraft assembly
lines is the increase of the level of automation. There are several reasons to pursue such an objective as the high quality standards allowed
by automatized solutions or the high production rates and flexibility.
These features are more and more important since aerospace production volumes have been increasing steadily over the last three years.
For instance, Boeing Commercial Airplanes built more than 700 airliners in 2014 while about 650 in 2013 and 600 in 2012. For this reason,
main aeronautics manufacturers are investing heavily in flexible systems to reduce costs, improve quality and boost productivity, mainly
by adopting robots, automated guided vehicles and other technologies.

2.5.1

Assembly Task

As previously mentioned the use of robots in aircraft structural assembly tasks is a challenge. As for example, dedicated riveting machines
are used to assemble small parts, while the assembly of large fuselage sections is usually done manually. In [SBMB09] Sahr et al. conclude that the next step in today’s high-level assembly, in aerospace, is
to exchange the manual labor with flexible, adaptable and affordable
semi-automated systems.
The main problem in implementing semi-automated assembly solutions is the need to integrate human operators and robots together
with auxiliary systems, such as a vision camera, since the strong precision requirements cannot be satisfied using industrial robots that have
a limited accuracy. The current airframe assembly process of composites, metals and hybrid structures is affected by an important number of non-added value operations, which strongly causes disruptions
and prevents fast ramp-up and high production rates. For example, it
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can be considered one of the case study defined in the ongoing European project LOCOMACHS (LOw COst Manufacturing and Assembly of Composite and Hybrid Structures, http://www.locomachs.eu/).
In particular, it consists in the simplified assembly of a generic aircraft wing-box. In such a task, spars, ribs, hinge ribs and skin panels
must be properly assembled in order to reach the final configuration
(see Figure 2.3). The actual wing-box assembly process begins with
joining the internal structures of ribs and spars usually in huge floormounted fixtures. After ribs and spars have been drilled and riveted,
the upper skin panels on the upper side are loaded and drilled. The
structure is, then, closed by assembling the opposite panels forming
the wing-box.

Figure 2.3 Common components in an air-craft wing-box.

In particular, spars and ribs must be accurately positioned one with
respect to the other and hold while drilling and riveting. To this aim,
reconfigurable fixtures are used as the one shown in Figure 2.4. Attached to this fixtures, there are several electric driven pick-ups that
are basically high precision 6-DOF parallel kinematic machines. The
correct part positioning is obtained by means of external metrology
systems as the 6-DOF laser tracker in Figure 2.4.
In addition to fixtures and pick-ups, standard serial 6-DOF indus-
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Figure 2.4 Simplified picture of a wing assembly line with fixture, pick-ups, hinges
ans ribs and a laser tracker.

trial robots are used to perform the drilling/riveting operations once
the positioning task is completed. Each manipulator is equipped with
a drilling/riveting end-effector and other sensors useful to correctly locate the exact point to drill. In order to increase the flexibility and
avoid complete off-line programming, it is supposed that a human operator roughly places the manipulator in front of the part to drill even
by physically grasping the end-effector and carrying it by means of
a built-in force control algorithm. By using sensor as high precision
cameras and reference markers, the manipulator is able to accurately
position itself at the exact point where to drill.
Moreover, quality check is required, as for example the diameter
of the drilled holes must meet the admitted tolerances. To this aim,
a human operator accesses to the working area and checks the hole’s
diameter by means of a proper probe.

2.5.2

Drilling Task

Drilling,fastener insertion, riveting, sealing, coating and painting applications, in addition to material handling, are the most recurrent operations in aircraft assembly lines. Therefore, it is clear that the automation of such operations would lead great and immediate bene-
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fits to aircraft industry in terms of production rate. However, mainly
because of safety motivations and government regulations, hard constraints are requested to be met, especially concerning the process tolerances.
In this section, the focus is on the drilling task since the drilling
process is probably the most crucial phase of assembling airplane components due to the large number of needed holes, making it the bottleneck of the whole manufacturing process. Differently from other industrial contexts, the tighter constraints make the drilling operations a
not trivial task by using low-cost industrial robots, thus, huge and expensive machines are used [OHK+ 10]. Recently, different approaches
have been presented in order to cope with aeronautics requirements
and many robotic drilling solutions have been developed. Mainly, the
research activities and the industrial efforts were focused on the development of all-in-one robotic drilling systems. For example, the
Electroimpact developed a robotized drilling end effector for Airbus
UK Ltd. and a Kuka KR350 robot. The end effector is referred to
as DDEE (Drill and Drive End Effector), and incorporates four main
functions: push-up of components, drilling with panel detection, hole
inspection and bolt insertion [HS01] . Furthermore, the Electroimpact proposed ONCE (ONe-sided Cell End effector), a more complete
system to drill, countersink, and measure fastener holes in the wing
trailing edge flaps of the Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet [DSFI02].
The second generation of Electroimpact ONCE robotic drilling system
[DeV09], successfully deployed in production, strove toward “oneup”
assembly, whereby the product was assembled one time (drilled, countersink, inspected, and ultimately fastened) without removal of components for deburring, cleaning, sealing, etc. [DF08] . A robotic drilling
system, which uses orbital hole-drilling technology, was developed by
Novator AB in collaboration with Boeing, to overcome the obstacles
of drilling holes in a combination of both hard metals and composites
[WE09]. Another robotic drilling system for titanium structures was
presented in [BL11] . The system functions include locating workpiece with a calibration stick or the vision system, weld mark inspection, one-sided clamping, drilling and reaming hole in material stack
combinations of titanium and aluminum, and real-time thrust force
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feedback. In [OHK+ 10] and [ORJ07] , it is proposed a method for
high-precision drilling using an industrial robot with high-bandwidth
force feedback, which is used to eliminate the sliding movement (skating) of the end effector during the clamp-up to the workpiece surface.
In [BL11] , an heavy off-line programmed robot and a complex drilling
tool are adopted for drilling titanium components. As mentioned before, all these solutions involve complex CNC machines or very heavy,
customized robots in order to accurately counter-balance the forces involved in the drilling process and provide the necessary rigidity to the
system [Isa09] . These systems fulfill all the requirements but are very
expensive and limited to a particular production. Moreover, although
all of the aforementioned systems are valid solutions, it is necessary
for the aviation industry of different countries to develop their own
robotic drilling systems because of intellectual property and various
products to assembly.

2.5.3 Low-cost and flexible architecture for robotized
drilling
This section shows a possible architecture to perform the drilling task
by using low-cost components. In particular, a low-accuracy robot
(with respect to the tolerances admitted by the aeronautics industry)
equipped with a force sensor and an off-the-shelf drilling tool is adopted.
The adoption of a force/torque sensor in the task at hand might be required for several reasons [AD94] . In the case reference jigs are not
used, it allows to control the force in the drilling direction while minimizing the tangential forces to prevent skating phenomena. On the
other hand, force control algorithms are needed in presence of reference jigs in order to take into account the imperfect knowledge of
the drilling tool position with respect to the drilling mask and properly control the force along the drilling direction. The architecture is
described both in terms of required hardware and designed software,
providing all the necessary details to lead to the final solution starting
from off-the-shelf robots.
The setup described below is installed at the Automatic Laboratory
of the University of Salerno. A SmartSix robot manifactured by Co-
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Figure 2.5 Robot with Drilling tool.

mau is adopted to drill aluminium components. This is a small size
6 Degrees Of Freedoms (DOFs) 6 kg payload serial chain robot with
an anthropomorphic structure as shown in Figure 2.5. This robot is
mainly used in automotive industry for arc-welding, sealing or painting operations. The robot is equipped with a C4G controller that allows, among the other things, the control of the robot by using a standard external PC. This is nowadays a very common feature even for
industrial robots ( like the considered one), thus, not underminining
the generality of The part to be drilled, it is an aluminum panel held
by a flexible fixture.
Figure 2.6 shows an overview of the software architecture adopted
for the drilling system. The main part of the architecture is represented
by the control unit that is in charge of gathering all the information
coming from the different peripherals (including the robot), elaborating the control strategy and sending back the control commands. The
control unit is a standard PC running a Linux operative system that has
been patched with a freely available real-time extension in order to get
a real time operative system [MDP00] . In order to produce efficient
and reusable code, all the software for the control of the system was
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Figure 2.6 Software architecture.

written by using the Open Robot Control Software project (OROCOS)
framework [Bru01] , [oro] released under Free Software licenses. The
aim of OROCOS is to develop a general-purpose, free software, and
modular framework for robot and machine control. It is sometimes
referred to as middle-ware because it sits between the application and
the operating system and it takes care of the real-time communication
and execution of software components. OROCOS is designed in order
to naturally allows the modularity and re-usability of the software. In
fact, each one of the devices shown in Figure 2.6 is associated to an
OROCOS component that gathers information from it and sends back
commands. Information among the different components is ensured
by statically or dynamically defining components connectivity. This
choice allows to easily add new functionalities to the system. For example, it is planned the adoption of a camera in order to locate the
position of the reference jig or of a thermal imaging camera for monitoring the temperature during the drilling process, to on-line adapt
the process parameters and improve the quality of the final hole. As
stated above, the robot chosen for this setup is a Comau SmartSix (Figure 2.5), the smallest among the Comau robots. The C4G control unit
communicates with the control PC through a real-time communication
on an Ethernet network, at a frequency of 500Hz. At each time step,
the state of each robot axis (position, velocity, motor current and other
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monitoring information) are sent to the control PC which computes
the reference input. Concerning the latter, several operation modes are
allowed; in particular it is possible to send:
• joint position references and use the built-in Comau position
controllers (position mode);
• velocity references and use the built-in Comau velocity control
controllers (velocity mode);
• current references by allowing the user to design its own control
strategy (current mode).
Since one of the objective of the activity was to develop an as general as possible solution, the first operation mode was selected. In fact,
almost all industrial robot controllers allow to externally generate joint
position commands, while only few controllers allow the velocity and
the current mode. The drilling tool is commanded through the control
PC that sends commands to the tool control box via Ethernet. A single
command that activates the concentric collet, starts the drilling task
and deactivates the concentric collet is available in the standard operation mode and with a cycle’s duration of about 10 seconds. Finally, the
force sensor is connected to the Control Unit by using a FTD-DAQM1PCI-6220 DAQ card by National Instruments working on a PCI
bus.

2.5.4 Elements of a generic hyperflexible cell for aircraft industry
As describes in the previous section, industrial robots usually work
with other things: processing equipment, work parts, conveyors, tools
and perhaps human operators. One of the contributions of this thesis
consists in presenting a new methodology to obtain a model oriented
to the control the sequencing of the activities of a robotic hyperflexible
cell. The cell behavior results to be hybrid since many components, including human operators, can be abstracted as a discrete event system,
but the behavior of the robots should be represented in a 3D animation environment and modeled as a continuous variable system. Many
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commercial tools can easily model the robot kinematics and dynamics, such as Delmia from Dassault Systems and Robcad by Siemens,
but they are not adequate to represent discrete event dynamics. To
overcome the problem, in the approach proposed in [dAVJ11] the information flows in both directions, from discrete event simulation environment to 3D animation one and viceversa. In detail, a Coloured
Petri Net(CPN) is used to model the cell behavior at a high level of
abstraction. It models the activities of each cell component and its coordination by a supervisory system. A CPN model can command the
robot, but the robot behavior is also subject to physical restrictions,
such as the position, velocity, acceleration and torque joint limits. The
successful execution of a command or the occurrence of a collision
must be informed by the 3D animation environment to the CPN simulator and changes the CPN evolution. Flordal et al. in [HMKD07]
presents a method that makes use of information in a 3D robot simulation environment in order to automatically extract finite state models.
These models are used in the design of supervisory system for multiple robots. The workspace is divided into zones and the supervisory
system coordinates the access of each robot to the zone. The finite
state model generates supervisors that avoid deadlocks. Differently
from [dAVJ11] the approach proposed in this thesis aims to obtain
a single model, based on hybrid CPNs, able to capture the discrete
event as well as the continuous time phenomena involved in the cell.
This allows to obtain more compact models with respect to approaches
based on automata and to take explicitly into account the robot trajectories avoiding the extraction of information from other frameworks
as in [HMKD07]. Branicky and Chhatpar in [BC01] propose a single model, based on hybrid automata, to model a force-guided robotic
assembly systems. However, the focus is on the interaction between
robots and environment, and so, hybrid automata with few states are
obtained, while in this thesis the focus is between robots and other cell
components, that lead to very complex models. In [CL12] a framework
is introduced to represent robot task plans based on Petri nets (PNs).
The overall model is obtained from the composition of simple models, leading to a modular approach. The framework models single and
multi-robot tasks, controllable (e.g., decision to start an action) and un-
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controllable (e.g., failure to track a moving object, reaching a given location) events. The approach is oriented to autonomous robot systems
whose actions can have several uncertain effects. Therefore, ordinary
PNs and Generalised Stochastic PNs views of the model are used to retrieve logical/qualitative and (probabilistic) performance/quantitative
properties of the robot task plans, respectively. With respect to the
work [CL12], this thesis focuses on resource assignment, simulation
and it is based on a hybrid model.
According to the taxonomy developed in [BCC+ 12a], the multiarm work-cell configuration considered in this thesis is composed by
positioners (elements moving the workpiece) and workers (elements
executing the work on the workpiece). Usually, workers are robotic
manipulators but they can be human operator, while positioners could
be either specialized devices (e.g., rotating tables, conveyors) or generalpurpose robotic manipulators as well. The availability of low cost of
wireless communication devices allows to know in real time when a
manual operation is started or completed. Notice that the moving of a
man in the cell is uncontrollable, and it may happen that a man enters
in a zone where the simultaneous presence of men and manipulators
is forbidden, thus requiring robots’ trajectory replanning. Moreover,
robots carrying sensors are also considered. The term watchers is
used to denote these robots, whose motion must be planned according
to the cooperative task in addition to that of workers and positioners.
The elements of the architecture are very different and with specific
time characteristics. For this reasons, high level supervisors is needed.
An approach to coordination for this kind of task will be introduced in
the chapter 4.

Chapter 3
Petri Nets: Notations and
Deﬁnitions
In this Chapter the formalisms used in this dissertation are brieﬂy recalled.
At ﬁrst PNs are introduced. Then, a brief overview on CPNs is
furnished. For further details on PNs and on simulation of Petri Nets
(PNs), the reader can refer to [Mur89] and to [BCC07a].
Finally a background on the Hybrid Petri Nets (HPNs) and on the
Colored Modiﬁed Hybrid Petri Nets (CMHPN) is presented.

3.1

Petri Nets (PNs) and Colored Petri Nets
(CPNs)

PNs are widely used to model and analyze manufacturing systems.
The reasons are their formal semantics, graphical nature, expressiveness in representing explicitly sequential behavior and concurrency,
the availability of analysis techniques to prove structural properties
(invariance properties, deadlock, liveness, etc.).
A Place/Transition (P/T) net is a 4-tuple N = P, T, Pre, Post| ,
where P is a set of w places (represented by circles), T is a set of n
transitions (represented by black bars), Pre : P ⊆ T ∀
∈ N (Post :
P ⊆T ∀
∈ N) is the pre (post-) incidence matrix. C = Post Pre is
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the incidence matrix. The net marking is represented as a vector m 
Nm . The marking of a place p is a scalar value mp  N. A transition
t is enabled at m iff m → Pre(×
, t) and this is denoted as m[t| . An
, t)
enabled transition t may ﬁre yielding the marking m = m + C(×
and this is denoted as m[t| m . The symbols • p (• t) and p • (t • ) are
used for the pre-set and
 post-set of a place p   P (transition t  T ),
•
respectively, e.g. t = p  P Pre(p, t) = 0 .
As shown in Fig. 3.1(a), there is a structural conﬂict when
•
ti ∧• tj = ∪. If ti and tj are both enabled, the conﬂict becomes a
behavioral conﬂict.
Let S = N, m0 | be a Petri net system, where N is a PN and m0
is its initial marking. Marking of S can be (partially) observable. In
such a case, it can be divided in m = [mO , muO ], where mO (muO )
is the marking of observable (unobservable) places. We call PO (PuO )
the set of observable (unobservable) places.
A ﬁring 
sequence
 a sequence of transitions σ = t1 . . . tk
 from m is
such that m t1 | m1 t2 | m2 . . . tk | mk , and
 this is denoted as m[σ| mk .
An enabled sequence σ is denoted as m σ| , while ti  σ denotes that
the transition ti belongs to the sequence σ. The function σ : T ∈ N,
where σ(t) represents the number of occurrences of t in σ, is called
ﬁring count vector of the ﬁring sequence σ. As it has been done for the
marking of a net, the ﬁring count vector is often denoted as a vector
σ  Nn . Note that, if a sequence is made by a single transition, i.e.,
σ = ti , then the corresponding ﬁring count vector is the i-th canonical
basis vector denoted as ei .
A marking m is said to be reachable from m0 iff there exists a sequence σ such that m0 [σ| m . R(N, m0 ) denotes the set of reachable
markings of the net system N, m0 | .
A net system S is bounded if there exists a positive constant K
such that m(p) ≥ K, ∅ m(p)  R(N, m0 ).
A net system S is live if all its transitions are live. A transition
t is live under the initial marking m0 if for every marking m reachable from m0 , it exists a sequence σ, ﬁreable from m, which contains
transition t. In other words, whatever the net evolution, a possibility
always remains for ﬁring t.
A PN system S = N, m0 | is said to be reversible if, for each
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marking m  R(N, m0 ), m0 is reachable from m. Thus, in a reversible net one can always get back to the initial marking.
The reachability graph of a bounded net S = N, m0 | is a directed
graph RG such that: i) the root node of RG is the initial marking
of the net; ii) the other nodes of RG are associated to the reachable
markings of S; iii) an arc labeled t between two nodes X and Y of RG
represents that the ﬁring of transition t leads the net system from the
marking associated to the X to the marking associated to Y
A net system S = N, m0 | is bounded, live and reversible iff its
reachability graph is ﬁnite, strongly connected and each transition t
labels at least one arc [DHP+ 93].
All the formal deﬁnitions given for PNs can be naturally extended
to Colored PNs (CPNs). Formally, a CPN is a 6-tuple
C = P, T, Pre, Post, Cl, Co| . As in PNs, P is a set of m places (represented by circles), T is a set of n transitions (represented by bars). Cl
is the set of colors. Co: P ∩T ∈ Cl is a color function that associates
to each element in P ∩T a non-empty ordered set of colors in the set of
possible colors Cl. Forall p  P, Co(pi ) = }ai,1 , ai,2 , ..., ai,ui  ≤ Cl is
the ordered set of possible colors
of tokens inpi , and ui is their num
ber. Forall t  T, Co(tj ) = bj,1 , bj,2 , ..., bj,vj ≤ Cl is the ordered set
of possible occurrence colors in tj , and vj is their number. For each
place pi  P , the marking mi is deﬁned as a non-negative multi-set
over Co(Pi ). The mapping mi : Co(Pi ) ∈ N associates to each possible token color in Pi a non-negative integer representing the number
of tokens of that color that is contained in the place pi . The column
vector of ui non-negative integers, whose h-th component mpi (h) is
equal to the number of tokens of color ai,h that are contained in pi , is
denoted as mpi . The marking of a CPN is an m-dimensional column
vector of multisets: m = [mp1 ...mpm ]T . For the sake of simplicity, a
token of color “c1” contained in a place pi will be indicated with the
symbol (c1 ).
In literature, more than one formal deﬁnition for CPNs exist, depending on how the incidence matrix and transition colors are deﬁned.
In the formalism chosen in this work, matrix entries are represented by
matrices. Pre and Post are the pre-incidence and post-incidence w⊆nsized matrices, respectively. Pre(pi , tj ) is a mapping from the set of
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Figure 3.1 Conﬂict in Petri Nets: (a) structural conﬂict and (b) behavioral conﬂict.
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Figure 3.2 (a) Unmarked CPN ; (b) Marked CPN.

occurrence colors of tj to a non-negative multiset over the set of colors
of pi , namely, Pre(pi , tj ) : Co(tj ) ∈ N(Co(pi )), for i = 1, ..., w and
j = 1, ..., n. Pre(pi , tj ) represents a matrix of ui ⊆ vj non-negative integers whose generic element P re(pi , tj )(h, k) is equal to the weight
of the arc from place pi w.r.t color ai,h to transition tj w.r.t color bj,k .
Post(pi , tj ) : Co(tj ) ∈ N(Co(pi )), for i = 1, ..., m and j = 1, ..., n.
Post(pi , tj ) represents a matrix of ui ⊆ vj non-negative integers whose
generic element P ost(pi , tj )(h, k) is equal to the weight of the arc
from transition tj w.r.t color bj,k to place pi w.r.t color ai,h . The incidence matrix C is a m ⊆ n matrix, whose generic element C(pi , tj ) :
Co(tj ) ∈ Z(Co(pi )), for i = 1, ..., w and j = 1, ..., n, is the ui ⊆ vj
matrix of integer numbers C(pi , tj ) = Post(pi , tj ) Pre(pi , tj ). The
concepts of pre-set and post-set of a place p  P or a transition t  T
are naturally
inherited from PNs, but colors

 must be also considered:
•
ti cj = ti cj  T Pre(ph ck , ti cj ) = 0 .
In Fig. 3.2(a) a CPN with a structural conﬂict is shown. it is made
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up of a place p, having Co (p) = }c1 , c2  , and of two transitions, t1
and t2 with Co (t1 ) = c1,1 and Co (t2 ) = }c2,1 , c2,2  . When t1 ﬁres,
one token, corresponding to color c1,1 , is removed from place p; t2
can ﬁre both under color c2,1 and c2,2 and when it ﬁres, one c2,1 or
c2,2 token, respectively, is removed from p. In Fig. 3.2(b) a token is
added to the CPN in Fig. 3.2(a); notice that the conﬂict is still structural
(not behavioral), since no c1,1 token is present in p and, consequently,
transition t1 cannot ﬁre.
When time is added to PNs and CPNs a time function is deﬁned,
which associates to each transition ti in the case of PNs, or to each
transition color ti cj in the case of CPNs, a time duration from enabling to ﬁring. In this case the PNs and CPNs become TPNs and
CTPNs. Notice that timed and un-timed (also said immediate in the
next) transitions will be represented with empty ﬁlled boxes and black
bars, respectively.

3.2

Hybrid Petri Nets (HPNs)

A hybrid system is deﬁned like a system consisting of a mixture of
a continuous time system and a discrete event system (DES), having
each one an own state space. These two systems are not independent
but they inﬂuence each other. For the continuous time system, the inﬂuence of DES results in abrupt changes in the dynamic and can occur
either as switches in the vector ﬁeld or as jumps in the state. Reversely,
the continuous evolution inﬂuences the DES one by generating events
that affect the discrete states [PL95].
A continuous system can be described by differential equations
ẋ = f (x(t), u(t), t), x(0) = x0

(3.1)

y(t) = g(x(t), u(t), t)

(3.2)

where x  Rn is the state vector, u  Rm is the input vector and
y  Rr is the output vector. In particular, if the interest is focused on
the class of hybrid systems having autonomous commutations, i.e. systems for which changes in the dynamic occur if an analytical boundary
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condition about the instantaneous state value is reached, the equation
ẋ = f (x(t), u(t))
⎛

with
f=

f 1 (x(t), u(t)) f or h(x(t)) ≥ 0
f 2 (x(t), u(t)) f or h(x(t)) > 0

(3.3)

(3.4)

can be used, where it has been supposed the system can switch only
between two possible dynamics (f 1 and f 2 ) and h is the boundary
condition.
For systems having linear, time-invariant, continuous part, like the
ones treated in this thesis, each dynamic in (3.4) can be written as:
f i (x(t), u(t)) = Ai ×x(t) + B i ×u(t)

(3.5)

where Ai is a constant n-order square matrix and B i is a (n⊆m)-order
matrix.
To model hybrid systems behavior HPNs can be used [PL95, GU98,
DA05, DPP09].
In more general hybrid systems, switching between different dynamics is caused not only by the boundary conditions but also by
external input events, also called exogenous events. An exogenous
event, as the term suggests, is an event originating from the outside
world; by opposition, a change in internal state, as the occurrence of a
boundary condition, can be called endogenous event or internal event.
The external events can be “controllable” (i.e. their occurrence can
be forced/disabled by an external agent, for example by a controller)
or not controllable (i.e. their occurrence cannot be forced/disable by
an external agent); an endogenous event is always not controllable.
When changes in dynamic are ruled also by exogenous events, the
HPNs used to model the system behavior are said synchronized, as
those used in this dissertation: for these HPNs, an external event is
associated with some transitions and the ﬁring of these transitions occurs when the transition is enabled and the associated event occurs.
Transitions whose ﬁring is controlled by the occurrence of an external
or internal event are called “synchronized”. If the external event is a
controllable event, then also transitions synchronized to such an event
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Figure 3.3 A basic HPN.

are called controllable, otherwise if a transition is synchronized to an
uncontrollable event, then such a transition is said uncontrollable.
A HPN can be view as the combination of a “discrete” PN and a
“continuous” PN.
Literature about HPNs is wide: a their complete presentation is
given in [DA05]; in [PL95] it is shown how HPNs can be used to
describe a general hybrid system having jumps in the state space and
switches in its dynamic. Application of HPNs to oil reﬁnery can be
found in [WZC08a, WCZ09, WCCZ10].
Several variants of HPNs have been proposed. Differential Petri
Nets (DPNs) are introduced the ﬁrst time in [DK98]; in these nets the
marking of a differential place may be negative as well as the weights
of arcs to or from a differential place. In [DA05], it has been shown
how the behavior of DPNs can be obtained using HPNs whose transitions ﬁring speeds is a function of the net marking, and for this reason
they are called Modiﬁed HPNs (MHPNs) [DA05]. Then, it is not a
limitation the use of no-negative markings and weights, as it is done in
this dissertation.
To model systems having ﬁrst-order continuous behavior, which
can be studied by linear algebraic tools, Balduzzi et al. introduce the
First-Order HPNs (FOHPNs) [BGM00] and use them to model manufacturing systems [BGS01]. In FOHPNs continuous transition ﬁring
speeds are constant values, chosen by a control agent in a ﬁxed range.
When an event occurs, the net state changes, and a controller can decide to vary speed values, while between two event occurrences the
ﬁring speeds remain constant. In this thesis ﬁring speed values are not
chosen in a ﬁxed set but they are function of the marking of the net.
In formal way, a HPN
H = P, T, Pre, Post, h, δ, ν|
 Cis a 7-tuple

D
D
P , with P
P C = ∪, where P D (P C ) is
such that: P = P
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the set of wd discrete( wc continuous)
drawn like one (two)
 places,
C
D
C
D
T = ∪, where T D is the set
T , with T
line circles; T = T
of nd discrete transitions, which can be both immediate (drawn like
black bars) and timed (drawn like white bars) and T C is the set of nc
continuous transitions, drawn as a two lines boxes; Pre : P ⊆T ∈ R+
+
is the pre-incidence
 matrix; Post : P ⊆ T ∈ R is the post-incidence
matrix; h : P T ∈ }D, C , called ”hybrid function”, indicates
for every node whether it is a discrete node (sets P D and T D ) or a
continuous one (sets P C and T C ); δ : T D ∈ (R+ )nd is the ﬁring delay
vector, whose element δi is the ﬁring delay associated to each discrete
D
transition tD
i : if δi = 0 then the transition ti is immediate, else if
c
+ nc
is the ﬁring speed
δi > 0 then tD
i is timed. Function ν : T ∈ (R )
vector. Note that in case of discrete nodes, Pre and Post assume
integer positive values. The incidence matrix of the net is deﬁned as
C = Post Pre and it can be written as the block matrix:

C CC C CD
C=
(3.6)
C DC C DD
where C CC is the block regarding connections between continuous
nodes, C DD is the block regarding connections between discrete nodes,
C CD is the block regarding connections between continuous places
and discrete transitions and C DC is the block regarding connections
between discrete places and continuous

 transitions.
HPN marking is a function m = mC , mD , with
mC : P C ∈ R+ , mD : P D ∈ N, that assigns to each continuous
place a real number and to each discrete place a nonnegative integer
number of tokens (graphically represented as black dots in the discrete
places). The notation m(τk ) is used to denote the value of the marking
of the net at the instant τk . The marking of a place p at a time τk is
denoted by mp (τk ). The symbols • p (• t) and p • (t • ) are used for the
preset and postset of a place p   P (transition t  T ), respectively,
e.g. • t = p  P Pre(p, t) > 0 .
A discrete transition tD is enabled at time τk if
• D
t . A transition tD can be either
mp (τk ) → Pre(p, tD ), ∅p 
autonomous or synchronized to a logical expression, function of an
external control input g and/or of an internal condition e. Both g and
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e are boolean functions g, e : T D ∈ }0, 1 . The former becomes true,
so generating an exogenous event, when a controller sets to true the
external event it is associated to; the latter becomes true, so generating
an endogenous event, when the internal event it is associated to is veriﬁed. A discrete transition tD can ﬁre if it is enabled and the associated
logical expression becomes true, i.e. both the endogenous and the exogenous events its ﬁring is synchronized to occur. As for example, in a
system formed by two masses traveling along a guidepath, an internal
condition can be associated to the reaching of a threshold distance that
makes masses decelerate; an external control input for the same system
is an asynchronous stop command arriving from an external controller;
a logical expression can be the logic function AND between g and e,
e.g. g { e.
A continuous transition tC  T C is enabled at time τk if
D C
D
• C
t and
i) mD
pD (τk ) →Pre(p , t ), ∅p 
C
C
• C
ii) mpC (τk ) → 0 ∅p 
t . To each continuous transition tC
i is
associated the instantaneous ﬁring speed (in the following also called
C
simply ﬁring speed) νi : if tC
i is disabled νi = 0; when ti is enabled
νi is equal to the maximal ﬁring speed ν̄i , indicated near the transition. The ﬁring of continuous transitions cannot change the marking
of discrete places, consequently C DC (pD , tC ) = 0, ∅pD  P D , thus
C DC = 0. The time derivative of the marking of a continuous place
dm C
pC , dtp , is called balance and it is deﬁned as: ṁpC = I O where
C C
C
I =
tC ∈• pC P ost(p , tj )νj is the feeding speed of the place p ,
j

C
while O = tC ∈pC • P re(pC , tC
k )νk is the p draining speed. The evok
lution of the net can be described by its fundamental equation (written
in a way pointing out the continuous part and the discrete part):


 

mC (τk−1 )
mC (τk )
=
+
D
D
m (τk )
m (τk−1 )

 

 


C CC C CD
0
ν
+
+ ττk
k−1
σ(τk ) − σ(τk−1 )
0
0
C DD
(3.7)

where σ(τk ) : T D ∈ Nnd is the discrete ﬁring vector whose component σtDi (τk ) represents the number of times the discrete transition tD
i
is ﬁred up to the current time τk .
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For the sake of clarity, from now on the term “synchronized transition” will not be used any more and synchronized transitions will be
called just controllable or uncontrollable.
A basic HPN is shown in Fig. 3.3, having:

 

• P C = p1 , P D = p2 , p3 ;

 

• T C = t1 , T D = t2 , t3 where t3 is an immediate uncontrollable discrete transition, with associated the internal condition
e3 and t2 is a discrete timed transition;
 
• δ = δ2 ;
⎡
⎞
0
0
1
• C=⎠ 0
1
1 .
1
1
0
For basic HPNs, the maximal ﬁring speed of continuous transitions
is a constant value, but powerful modiﬁcations have been proposed
where continuous transition maximal ﬁring speed is a function of the
input places marking, of the input vector and of the time:
νt (τ) = f (m(τ), u(τ), τ)

(3.8)

These kind of HPNs are called Modiﬁed HPNs (MHPNs).

3.3 Colored Modiﬁed Hybrid Petri Nets
Colored Modiﬁed Hybrid Petri Nets (CMHPNs)
have 
been presented

in [BCC12c]. A CMHPN is a four-tuple H, Cl, Co, ν where H is a
HPN; Cl is the set of colors. Co: P ∩ T ∈ Cl is a color function that
T C,
associates to each element in P ∩ T a set of colors; for all tC
i 
+
ν is the mapping Co(tC
i ) ∈ R that associates an instantaneous ﬁring
P,
speed to each color of the continuous transition tC
i . For all pi 
Co(pi ) = }ai,1 , ai,2 , ..., ai,ui  ≤ Cl is the set of possible colors ofpi ,
and ui is their number. For all tj  T, Co(tj ) = bj,1 , bj,2 , ..., bj,vj ≤
Cl is the set of possible occurrence colors of tj and vj is their number.
For all pi  P D , the marking
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mD
pi is deﬁned as the mapping Co(pi ) ∈ N that associates to each
possible color of pi a non-negative integer representing the number of
tokens of that color contained in place pi . For the sake of simplicity, a
discrete marking w.r.t. color r is indicated as cr . Logical expressions
associated to the discrete transitions are column vectors of size vj :
their r-th element corresponds to the logical function associated to the
transition ﬁring color r.
For all pi  P C , the structured marking mC
pi is deﬁned as the map(q)
ping Co(pi ) ∈ (R+ ) , thus, at each place pi  P C , w.r.t. the color r,
a vector of q non-negative real numbers,< x1 . . . xq >r , is associated.
The q values of the marking are called “attributes” and they completely
describe the state of the system.
T
C
C
For all tC
i  T , ν(ti ) = ν i = (νi,1 , νi,2 , . . . , νi,vc ) is the vector of
ﬁring speeds of the continuous transition tC
i . Its r-th element νi,r , is
C
the ﬁring speed of ti w.r.t. the color r and, when tC
i is enabled, it is
a linear, time-invariant function of the marking of the tC
i input places
and it can be written as f i (x(t), u(t)) = Ai x(t) + B i u(t) where Ai
is a constant q-order square matrix and B i is a (q⊆z)-order matrix,
where z is the dimension of the input vector u(t).
T D , δ i = (δi,1 , . . . , δi,vd )T is the column vector
Similarly, ∅tD
i 
of the discrete transition tD
i ﬁring delays. The r-th element δi,r is the
ﬁring delay associated to the color r.
Pre(pi , tj ) is a mapping Pre(pi , tj ) : Co(tj ) ∈ R+ (Co(pi )), for
i = 1, . . . , w = wd + wc and j = 1, . . . , n = nd + nk . At the same
way Post(pi , tj ) is deﬁned as the mapping Post(pi , tj ) : Co(tj ) ∈
R+ (Co(pi )), for i = 1, . . . , w and j = 1, . . . , n. Pre(Post)(pi , tj ) is
a matrix of dimensions ui ⊆vj ; the element P re(pi , tj )(r, s) = P reij,rs
(P ost(pi , tj )(r, s) = P ostij,rs ) is the weight of the arc connecting
pi (ti ) w.r.t. the color r (color s) to tj (pi ), w.r.t. the color s (color
r). The nature of the element depends on the kind of nodes it connects, e.g. weighs of arcs connecting transitions to discrete places
are non-negative integer numbers, while weighs of arcs connecting
transitions to continuous places are row vectors of non-negative real
numbers, with dimension equal to q. When weights are diagonal matrices, having all the diagonal elements equal to 1, weights are not
reported near the arcs. Elements of C are the matrices C(pi , tj ) =
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Figure 3.4 A colored modiﬁed HPN.

Post(pi , tj ) Pre(pi , tj ) with dimension ui ⊆ vj .
An example of colored modiﬁed HPN is shown in Fig. 3.4, where:
• continuous place p1 has a structured marking made up of two
attributes, x1 and x2;
• colors have been introduced: in Fig. 3.4 the marking of the net
with respect to the generic color r is shown;
• ﬁring delay δ2 is a vector, having as many components as many
are the occurrence colors of transition t2 ;
• e3 is a vector since a different internal condition must be deﬁned
for each occurrence color of t3 ;
• ﬁring speed of continuous transition t1 is a linear function of the
marking of p1 preset. In particular for the example proposed, u
is a scalar input and A and B are two matrices with dimensions
2 ⊆ 2 and 2 ⊆ 1, respectively.
Under the initial marking of p1 , continuous transition t1 is not enabled: it becomes enabled when internal condition e3 is satisﬁed and
it decreases the marking of p1 with respect
t3 ﬁres. Once t1 is
τenabled
k
2dτ until p1 marking becomes zero or until the
to the law 3.4
τk −1
ﬁring of t2 .

Chapter 4
Automated synthesis of
HCMPN models
This chapter focuses on the automated model generation of semi-automated
hyperflexible robotic cells for aircraft industry. One of the contributions of this thesis consists in presenting a new methodology to obtain
a model oriented to the control the sequencing of the activities of a
robotic hyperflexible cell.

4.1

Definition of a robotic cell in aircraft industry

A robotic cell can be modeled from many points of view. In this chapter, the focus is on the sequencing of the activities of a semi-automated
robotic cell for aircraft industry. This chapter presents a methodology that allows to obtain a formal model of such a robotic cell, automatically, from high level specifications and the behavior of available
resources in terms of states, events and state transition function. A
resource is a dynamic system that can execute elementary activities
called services. A service is executed after the occurrence of a service
request event, if some conditions depending on resource state are verified. A service completion event is generated as soon as the service
has been completed. The cell specifications are expressed as tasks that
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specify in which order to execute a set of services to complete an action, providing a desired sequence of phases where a subset of service
request and service completion events is admissible.
The evaluation of conditions may require the availability of data
(e.g. the destination position, the value of a measurement). Input data
are available when the associated input event occurs. Input data handling is specified by actions that are logical expressions associated to
a discrete state (task phase). Actions are evaluated when the resource
(task) leaves a discrete state (task phase), that is when a state (phase)
transition event occurs. Output data handling is specified assigning an
output event to an output data, that can be a data produced by an action or an input data to be passed to another block as input. The output
event occurrence time indicates when the output data is available.
Resources and tasks are considered as blocks that can be connected
each others (see Fig. 4.11) by means of proper inputs and outputs.
A resource can be of two different kinds:
1. Discrete Resource (DR) - a resource that can assume only discrete states (e.g. idle or busy); for example, it can model a human operator or a buffer position.
2. Hybrid Resource (HR) - a resource that has discrete and continuous states; for example, it can model a vehicle or a robotic
arm.
Definition 1. A DR is a block DRB = (Q, q0 , ID , OD , Λ, f ), shown in
Fig. 4.11(a).
Q is the set of discrete states.
q0 is the discrete initial state.
ID is the input set composed of the service request events and of
data signals, if they are needed for the execution of services (e.g. the
position to reach at the end of a movement).
OD is the output set composed of service completion events, data
signal, if they must be provided by resources as result of the completed
service (e.g. the value of a measurement), and the current discrete state
q.
Λ is the set of conditions that are logical expressions depending on
the occurrences of service request events sr , service completion events
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current state
q
idle
assigned
assigned
assigned
moving
disassembling

Figure 4.1 hmn f
condition
λ
acquisition request
go to pos
start disassembling
release request
at ﬁnal position
disassembling completed
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duration
δ(q, λ)
0
0
0
0
0
0

next state
q
assigned
moving
inspecting
idle
assigned
assigned

sc , internal events e (e.g., the reaching of a particular dynamic mode,
the reaching of a particular discrete state, excess of a threshold by a
dynamic state).
The internal behavior of a DRB is deﬁned by means of the transition function f : (Q ⊆ Λ ⊆ R) ∈ Q that, for each discrete state
q  Q yields the next state q  = f (q, λ, δ(q, λ)) that is reached when
the condition λ  Λ is true and the time duration δ(q, λ) is elapsed. If
δ(q, λ)=0 the state transition from q to q  is said immediate otherwise
is called timed.
The following instructions are used to deﬁne a discrete resource:
• DeﬁneDiscreteResource(name, Q, f , q0 , Isr , Osc )
where name is the symbolic name that univocally identiﬁes the
resource; Isr is the set of the input service request events and
Osc is the set of the output service completion events;
• AssignData(name, eventDataFunction)
where eventDataFunction: Λ ∈ D, where D is the set of data
signals, is a function that associates input and output data to the
corresponding transition event;
• AssignActions(name, actionTable)
where actionTable is the table that speciﬁes for each discrete
state the associated actions and the input data required for its
evaluation.
As an example, consider the problem of modeling a human operator that can enter in a robotic cell to move the arms close to a desired
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Figure 4.2 hmn eDFunction
event
data
input event output event
go to pos
posDes

position or to execute some manual operations. Assume that its discrete states are hmn Q=}idle, assigned, moving, disassembling ; its
input service request set is hmn Isr =}acquisition request, go to pos,
release request while its set of the output service completion events is
hmn Osc =}at ﬁnal position ; the transition function f and eventDataFunction are shown in table of ﬁgure 4.1 and 4.2, namely respectively
hmn f and hmn eDFunction.
Then the discrete resource Human can be deﬁned with the instructions
DeﬁneDiscreteResource(Human, hmn Q, hmn f , “idle”, hmn Isr , hmn Osc )
AssignData(Human, hmn eDFunction).

Since human operator must not perform any action, there are not
any actions associated to any state, table actionTable is not deﬁned and
the instruction AssignActions(name, actionTable) is not used.
HRs have discrete states but they have also a continuous state x
and a continuous linear time invariant dynamic law ẋ(t) = Ai x(t) +
B i u(t) for each continuous mode, where Ai and B i are matrices and
u(t) is an external input. As example, usually a robot trajectory has
three continuous modes (constant speed, constant acceleration or constant deceleration) and so a HR state can be represented by the attributes vector x =< position, velocity >, and the input u(t) is the
constant acceleration, a.
Deﬁnition 2. A HR is a block HRB = (DRB, X, x0 , Ci , u, x), shown
in Fig. 4.11(b).
DRB = (Q, q0 , ID , OD , Λ, f ) is a discrete resource corresponding
to the discrete states of the HR.
X is the set of the continuous states.
x0 is the initial continuous state.
Ci is the triple (Ai , B i , Qi ), where Ai and B i are the matrices associated to the i-th continuous mode and Qi ≤ Q is the set of discrete
states where the i-th continuous mode is admissible.
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u is the continuous time input.
x is the continuous state.
The following instructions are used to deﬁne a hybrid resource:
• DeﬁneHybridResource(name, DRB, X, x0 continuousModes, hybridTable);
where name is the resource name, continuousModes is the set of
symbolic names that univocally identify each continuous mode,
hybridTable is the table that associates a dynamic law to each
continuous mode (i.e. for each continuous mode it speciﬁes the
triple Ci = (Ai , B i , Qi ) and the input vector u).
Data and actions assignment for the HR is accomplished by using the same two instructions introduced for discrete resources.

current state
q
idle
assigned
assigned
assigned
released
released
moving
inspecting
accelerating
accelerating
constant speed
constant speed
decelerating
stopped

Figure 4.3 wtc f
condition
λ
acquisition request
go to pos
start inspection
release
 request
(acquisition request traveling at constant speed)
at home position
at ﬁnal position
inspection completed
go at constant speed
at deceleration position
accelerate
(too fast at deceleration position)
(at ﬁnal position at home position)
(go to pos release request)

duration
δ(q, λ)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

next state
q
assigned
moving
inspecting
released
assigned
idle
assigned
assigned
constant speed
decelerating
accelerating
decelerating
stopped
accelerating

As an example, consider the problem of deﬁning a watcher as a
resource that can move with constant speed, as well as accelerating or
decelerating and that, as more, is able to execute inspections at predeﬁned positions.
Assume that its discrete states are wtc Q = }idle, assigned, released, moving, inspecting, accelerating, constant speed, decelerating,
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stopped , while its continuous modes are wtc cModes = }acc, const,
dec . The continuous state is described by the vector x =< x1, x2 >,
where continuous variable x1 and x2 are associated to watcher position and velocity, respectively. The initial continuous state is x0 =<
HomeP os, 0 >, where HomeP os is the watcher home position. The
resource input events are wtc Isr = }go to pos, start inspection, acquisition request, release request while its output events are wtc Osc =
}inspection completed, at ﬁnal pos . Moreover, the transition function
f , represented by the table named wtc f , and the hybridTable, named
4.3 and in table
wtc hTable, are shown respectively in table
 of ﬁgure


0 1
0
, B1 = B3 =
,
of ﬁgure 4.4, where A1 = A2 = A3 =
0 0
1
since the continuous mode equations are respectively (x˙1 = 0, x˙2 =
a), (x˙1 = 0, x˙2 = 0) and (x˙1 = 0, x˙2 = a) for acceleration, constant
speed and deceleration mode.
Figure 4.4 wtc hTable
continuous mode discrete state q
Ai , B i , u
acc
accelerating
A1 , B 1 , a
const
constant speed
A2 , 0, 0
dec
decelerating
A3 , B 3 , a

Then, a watcher can be deﬁned using the instruction


DeﬁneHybridResource(Watcher, wtc Q, wtc f , “idle stopped”, wtc Isr , wtc Osc ,
wtc cModes, < HomeP os, 0 >, wtc hTable)
AssignData(Watcher, wtc eDFunction)
AssignAction(Watcher, wtc aTable)

In table of ﬁgure 4.5 the eventDataFunction associated to resource
Watcher, named wtc eDFunction, is reported. In table of ﬁgure 4.6,
the actionTable associated to resource Watcher, named wtc aTable, is
shown.
Figure 4.5 wtc eDFunction
event
input event
output event
go to pos
release request
inspection completed

data
posDes
homePos
result
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Figure 4.6 wtc aTable
q[> q 
actions
assigned [> moving
posDes:=destPos
assigned [> released
posDes:=homePos
accelerating [> constant speed posDec:=f(posDes,x2 ,vmax )
constant speed [> accelerating posDec:=f(posDes,x2 ,vmax )
stopped [> accelerating
posDec:=f(posDes,x2 ,vmax )
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data
destPos
homePos

Deﬁnition 3. A task is a block T B = (S, s0 , IT , OT , Λ, φ), shown in
Fig. 4.11(c).
S is the set of phases.
s0 is the initial phase.
IT is the input set composed of service completion events, resources
current discrete and continuous states, data, when provided at the end
of a service.
OT is the outputs set composed of service request events and data,
if needed to execute services.
Λ is the set of conditions.
The internal behavior of a TB is deﬁned by means of the transition
function φ : (S ⊆ Λ) ∈ S that speciﬁes the task internal evolution: for
each phase s  S identiﬁes the next phase s = φ(s, λ) that is reached
when a condition λ  Λ is true.
The following instructions are used to deﬁne a task:
• DeﬁneTask(taskName, S, φ, s0 , Isc ,Osr );
The ﬁelds have the following meaning: taskName, the symbolic name of the task that univocally identiﬁes it; Isc , the input
service completion events set; Osr , the output service request
events set.
• DeﬁneLinks(taskName, resourceFunction);
resourceFunction: Λs ∈ (R ⊆ N), with Λs  Λ= set of service request and completion events and R=set of (discrete and
hybrid) deﬁned resources, is the function that indicates for each
service request and completion which are the involved resources
and how many resources of that kind are necessary to complete
the service.
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Data and actions assignment for the task is accomplished by using the same two instructions introduced for the resources, with
the only difference that ﬁeld name of both instructions contains
the task name and that actionTable indicates the associated actions and the relative required input data for each task phase s.
As for example consider the case to model a drilling task, described
as follow:
Drilling task. A drill hole has to be done by the worker in an unconformable position. Desired position is ﬁrst reached by the watcher
that, when arrived, provides to the worker the ﬁnal destination. The
watcher waits until the worker reaches the drilling position.
The drilling task can be deﬁned using the instructions:
DeﬁneTask(Drilling, drl S, drl φ, “ready”, drl Isc , drl Osr )
DeﬁneLinks(Drilling, drl rFunction).

The sets of Drilling task phases, service request and completion
events are the following: drl S=}ready, wtc aquired, wtc moving, waiting for wrk, wrk acquired, wrk moving, wrk arrived, wtc released,
drilling, drilling done, end
drl Isc =}wtc at ﬁnal position, wrk at ﬁnal position, drilling completed ;
drl Osr =}wtc acquisition request, wtc go to pos, wrk acquisition request, wrk go to pos, wtc release request, start drilling, wrk release
request .
The transition function φ and the resourceFunction associated to Drilling
task are shown in table of ﬁgure 4.7 and 4.8, and namely drl φ and
drl rFunction, respectively.
The occurrence of conditions, in the general case, depends on the
reaching of particular discrete states q (phases s) or on the reaching of
particular values of the continuous state x of a HR.
At each condition λ, a logical expression has to be assigned.
The entering in a discrete state, or in a particular phase, corresponds to the occurrence of the boolean event discreteState=true (phase=true)
and the associated logical expression can be written using the formalism nameresource.q=true (nametask.s=true) , where notation nameresource.q (nametask.s) is used to refer to the particular state q (phase s)
of the indicated resource (task).
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current phase s
ready
wtc aquired
wtc moving
waiting 4 wrk
wrk acquired
wrk moving
wrk arrived
wtc released
drilling
drilling done

input event
wtc at ﬁnal position
wrk at ﬁnal position
drilling completed

Figure 4.7 drl φ
condition λ
wtc acquisition request
wtc go to pos
wtc at ﬁnal position
wrk acquisition request
wrk go to pos
wrk at ﬁnal position
wtc release request
start drilling
drilling completed
wrk release request
Figure 4.8 drl rFunction
event
output event

wtc acquisition request
wtc go to pos
wtc release request
wrk acquisition request
wrk go to pos
wrk release request
start drilling
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next phase s
wtc acquired
wtc moving
waiting 4 wrk
wrk acquired
wrk moving
wrk arrived
wtc released
drilling
drilling done
end

resource

number

Watcher
Worker
Worker
Watcher
Watcher
Watcher
Worker
Worker
Worker
Worker

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Also the reaching of a particular continuous state is a boolean
event. Possible conditions to test are =, >, <, →, ≥, , .
As example, let Rj and Rk be the name of two HRs, event e1 = (<
< Th1 , . . . , Thn >) → 0 occurs when each attribute
x1 , . . . , xn >j
Rj .xi 1 are equal to or greater than the corresponding threshold value
< x1 , x2 , . . . , xn >k
Thi , while event e2 = (< x1 , x2 , . . . , xn >j
< Th1 , 0 . . . , 0 > 0) occurs when Rj .x1 Rk .x1 ≥ Th1 .
Logical expressions associated to service request or service completion events correspond to the condition itself. Assignment of a logical expression to each condition λ is done by means of the following
Notation Rj .xi is used to indicate the single i-th attribute of Rj while notation
Rj .x indicates the whole vector.
1
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Figure 4.9 wtc condTable
condition λ
definition
go to pos
go to pos
inspection completed
inspection completed
at home position
< x1 , x2 >W atcher =< HomeP os, x2 >
go const
< x1 , x2 >W atcher =< x1 , vDes >
traveling at constant speed
W atcher.const = T rue

instruction:
• AssignLogicalExpression(name, conditionTable);
Field name identifies the resource (task) the logical expressions have
to be assigned to; field conditionTable is a table that associates logical
expressions to the conditions. As example, in table of figure 4.9 a part
of the conditionTable, defined for the resource Watcher and named
wtc condTable, is reported.
Note that a logical expression may reduce to a single event as is
the case of condition go to pos in table of figure 4.9.
• InstantiateBlocks(nameBlock, name1, . . . , nameI);
This instruction allows to define instances of resource and task
blocks. Field nameBlock is the name of the resource (task) block while
field name1, . . . , nameI are the names of the I instances of the block.

4.2 Creation of the CMHPN model
After the definition of the robotic cell, the corresponding CMHPN
model can be automatically created in two steps: at step 1, CMHPN of
each task Ti and each resource Rj is created; at step 2, such nets are
merged together to obtain the final model.
For the sake of readability, the list of the notations used in this
section is shown in table of figure 4.1.
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4.2.1 Algorithm to obtain tasks and resources CMHPN
model
Let (q, λ, δ(q, λ)) be a triple belonging to transition function f domain,
each time a DR of kind j is deﬁned, a timed PN is built as indicated:
1. add a discrete place pRj
q for each state q  Q;
2. add an immediate transition tRj
h for each triple (q, λ, δ(q, λ)) and
synchronize it with the corresponding condition λ; if δ(q, λ) >
∗Rj
0, add an additional place p∗Rj
q and a timed transition th ;
3. associate to t∗Rj
the time duration δ(q, λ);
h
4. associate to tRj
h the logical expression reported in table conditionTable, associated to λ;
5. associate to tRj
h the data eventDataFunction(λ), if it exists;
6. for each triple (q, λ, δ(q, λ)) add an arc going from place pRj
q ,
Rj
associated to state q, to transition th , associated to λ;
7. for each state q  = f (q, λ, δ(q, λ)) with δ(q, λ) = 0, add an arc
Rj
going from transition tRj
h , associated to condition λ, to place pq 
associated to state q  ;
8. for each state q  = f (q, λ, δ(q, λ)) with δ(q, λ) > 0 add an arc
going from transition tRj
h , associated to condition λ, to the additional place p∗Rj
,
associated
to state q, an arc going from place
q
∗Rj
∗Rj
pq to transition th associated to δ(q, λ) and an arc going from

transition t∗Rj
to place pRj
h
q  associated to state q .
Each time a HR of kind j is deﬁned, a MHPN is built as indicated:
1. execute all the steps shown for the construction of the DR net.
2. add a continuous place pRj
c ;
3. add a continuous transition tRj
h for each continuous mode in the
set continuousModes;
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4. add a self loop connecting each continuous transition tRj
h with
Rj
continuous place pc ;
Rj
Rj Rj
5. associate weighs Pre(pRj
c , th ), Post(pc , th ) to each arc: they
are vectors of dimension equal to the number of the attributes of
continuous state x with all elements equal to 1.

6. associate the ﬁring speed ν Rj
h = Ai x + B i u at each transition
tRj
as
indicated
in
table
hybridTable;
h
7. for each continuous mode indicated in hybridTable, add a self
loop between transition tRj
h , corresponding to the continuous
Rj
mode, and place pq , corresponding to the discrete state associated to the continuous mode.
Each time a task of kind i is deﬁned a discrete PN is built as indicated:
1. execute steps 1-4 and 6 of the algorithm for the construction of
Rj
DR model, substituting symbols “pRj
q ”, “th ”, “q”, “Q” and “f
with “pTs i ”, “tTk i ”, “s”, “S” and “φ”, respectively;
2. for each phase s = φ(s, λ) of transition function φ add an arc
going from transition tTk i , corresponding to condition λ, to place
pTsi , associated to phase s ;
3. for each couple

(resource, number)= resourceFunction(sr ) resourceFunction(sc )
associate to transition tTk i , corresponding to the service request
Ti
of value equal to the
sr (service completion sc ), a number wkj
Ti
number of resources Rj involved in the service. Notice that wkj
is not an arc weight: it will be used later, during the merging
procedure.
Add as many colors to each place and each transition of the corresponding net, as many time Rj (Ti ) has been instantiated and add a
token of color cr (ct ) to the place corresponding to the initial state q0
(phase s0 ) of Rj (Ti ). If a HR is instantiated, then add a structured
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marking at the corresponding place pRj
c , corresponding to the initial
continuous state x0 of the resource.
Applying the algorithm defined above to the HR Watcher, the MHPN
of Fig. 4.17(b) is obtained. It has 9 discrete places, one for each discrete state of set wtc Q (e.g., p12 and p13 correspond to states idle and
assigned, respectively) and it has 14 discrete transitions, one for each
triple (q, λ, δ(q, λ)) of function wtc f domain, and no timed transition
is present in the final model since no timed state transition has been
specified (e.g., t11 corresponds to the first row of table of figure 4.3
and it is associated to condition sr1 =acquisition request; no data are
associated to t11 ). The continuous place pc1 and one continuous transition for each one of the 3 continuous mode of set wtc cModes, with the
respective firing speeds, are added; these transitions are connected by
means of self loops to pc1 and to the corresponding discrete places as
indicated in table of figure 4.4 (e.g., tCON 1 is associated to the continuous mode const, and, as specified in table of figure 4.4, the firing speed
ν 2 = A2 x is associated to tCON 1 ; finally since p18 corresponds to the
state constant speed, a self loop between tCON 1 and p18 is inserted).
Note that, since HRB Worker is instantiated just once, an uncolored
net is obtained.

4.2.2

Merging of PNs

The final model of the robotic cell is obtained merging together transitions of tasks with transitions of resources, when they are synchronized
with the same event.
Assume that NT different kinds of task have been defined, each
kind indicated with notation Ti , with i = 1, . . . , NT and that NR different kinds of resource have been defined, each one indicated with
notation Rj , with j = 1, . . . , NR . Each task (resource) of kind Ti
(Rj ) has been instantiated vTi (vRj ) times, consequently, the places
and transitions of the CMHPN modeling Ti (Rj ) have vTi (vRj ) colors;
each instance of Ti (Rj ) is identified as Tit (Rjr ).
The merging algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.12. It is composed by
3 steps: at Step 1 each transition tTk i of Ti , synchronized with service
request sr (service completion sc ) is merged with each transition tRj
h of
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Rj , synchronized with the same service request (service completion);
Step 2 consists in appropriately changing the color sets of such places
and transitions of Ti that have not been involved in merging with Rj ;
ﬁnally during Step 3, the ﬁnal model is obtained, deleting all merged
transitions of Rj .
Step 1 is executed by means of the merging subroutine, shown in
Fig. 4.13, that is composed by the following 5 steps:
Step 1.1: Task transition tTk i and each transition tRj
h , synchronized with
the same event, are merged together obtaining a unique transition tTki . Preset and postset of new transition are obtained
by the union of preset and postset of tTk i and each tRj
h .
Step 1.2: The set of occurrence colors of tTki is deﬁned. Its number
depends on the number vRj of instances of Rj and on the
Ti
number wkj
of its instances involved in the service sr (sc ),
as well as on the occurrence color number2 vtTk i , and it is
v 
devised as vtTi = vtTk i × wRTji .
k

kj

Step 1.3: The matrices of incidence of places • tRj
h , as well as of places
Rj •
th , are opportunely deﬁned. Since colors of such places
Ti
are not changed after the merging, Pre(• tRj
h , tk ), as well
•
Ti
as Post(tRj
h , tk ), is a matrix obtained duplicating matrix
M R vtTk i times.
v 
Matrix M R has dimension vRj ⊆ wRTji , each one of its colkj

Ti
Ti
element equal to 1 and vRj
wkj
elements
umn has wkj
equal to 0 and all columns are different from each others.

Step 1.4: Colors of places of task Ti are changed on the base of the
kind of event tTki is synchronized with. When tTki is synchronized with an acquisition request (a release request), col•
ors of p  • tTk i (p  tTk i ) do not change. Consequently,
Pre(p, tTki ) (Post(p, tTki )) is set equal to M T (see table of
ﬁgure 4.1). When tTki is synchronized with any other event
2

Before merging, vtTk i = vTi = number of instances of Ti .
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color set of a place p  • tTk i (p  tTk i ) is changed after the
merging and consequently Pre(p, tTki ) (Post(p, tTki )) is set
equal to I vtT i (see table of ﬁgure 4.1).
k

Running merging subroutine, colors of only merged transitions and
their preset and postset are changed, all the other places and transitions
conserve their original color set. Consequently, after that all possible merges between Ti and Rj have been executed, the colors reﬁnement procedure is accomplished by means of the subroutine show in
Fig. 4.14.
To this aim the concept of Inﬂuenced Subnet is introduced.
Deﬁnition 4. Consider transitions tTf i and tTl i of task Ti , synchronized
respectively with service request event “resource Rj acquisition” and
with service request event “resource Rj release”.
The Inﬂuenced Subnet of Ti on the base of resource Rj , IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i , tTl i )
is deﬁned as the PN composed of the only places and transitions, belonging to Ti , that set up a directed path3 , having tTf i as the ﬁrst transition and tTl i as the last one.
Ti can require to acquire and release Rj more than once during its
execution, hence, in general, given a couple (Ti , Rj ), it is possible to
build Z Inﬂuenced Subnets, each one delimited by a different couple
of transitions (tTf i z , tTl i z ), where tTl i z is the ﬁrst transition of Ti , synchronized with the event “resource Rj release”, that is reached starting from tTf i z (synchronized with the event “resource Rj acquisition”),
following the direct path that joins them.
The color reﬁning subroutine, executed at Step 2 of merging algorithm, is the following:
For each transitions tTk i of IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z ) that has not been
merged with any transition of Rj
Step 2.1: assign to tTk i the same occurrence colors of the merged transitions.

A path is a sequence q1 q2 . . . qn such that (qi , qi+1 )  P ⊆T T ⊆P and qi+1 
qi• or qi  qi+1 • , i.e., it is a sequence of places and transitions that alternatively
joins two distinct nodes, places and transitions, with an arc (if the arc is directed,
i.e.,qi+1  qi• , the path is called directed).
3
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Step 2.2: if places of tTk i preset belong to IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z ) and
their color set has not been changed during merging procedure, then assign to • tTk i the same color set of tTk i and set
Pre(• tTk i , tTk i ) equal to the identity matrix I vtT i , otherwise
k

do not change their color set and set Pre(• tTk i , tTk i ) = M T .
Step 2.3: if places of tTk i postset belong to IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z ) and
their color set has not been changed during merging procedure, then assign to tTk i • the same color set of tTk i and set
Post(tTk i • , tTk i ) equal to the identity matrix I vtT i , otherwise
k

do not change their color set and set Post(tTk i • , tTk i ) = M T .
Now an example is provided to show how the merging procedure works.
Example 1. Consider Fig. 4.15(a) where the models of one task, T1 ,
and of two DRs, R1 and R2 , are shown. Assume that vT1 = 1, vR1 =
vR2 = 2, i.e., each place and transition of T1 has 1 color while each
place and transition of both resources has 2 colors. Note that for the
sake of clarity arcs weights are not reported in any ﬁgure, while colors
are omitted in Fig. 4.15(a).
Task T1 requires R1 acquisition (sr1 ), then it waits for the occurrence of an internal event (e1 ) and then it requires R2 acquisition (sr2 ).
Soon after, the service sr3 , implying both kinds of resource, starts. After service completion sc3 , ﬁrst R2 and then R1 is released (sr4 and
sr5 ).
As more, assume that T1 needs acquisition of 2 instances of R2
at the same time and just 1 instance of R1 to complete the activities.
At the occurrence of sr4 both instances of R2 are released: i.e., with
reference to the merging algorithm, wk1 = 1 and wk2 = 2, ∅k.
Transition of T1 is merged with transitions of R1 : the result is
shown in Fig. 4.15(b). All task transitions have been merged but tT2 1 ,
tT3 1 and tT6 1 , since they are not synchronized with events involving R1 .
Since for each task transitions tTk 1 the occurrence color number is
vtTk 1 = 1, while for each transition tR1
= 2, and since
h of R1 it is vtR1
h
Ti
wkj = 1, ∅k, as indicate at Step 1.2 of merging subroutine, vtT1 =
k

1 × 21 = 2 (i.e., the service can be executed in two way: acquiring R11
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or R12 ; each way corresponds to a different occurrence color of transi• R1 T 1
tion tTk1 ). A possible choice
 for matrix
 Pre( th , tk ), as well as for
• T1
Post(tR1
h , tk ), is M R =

1 0
0 1

(i.e., acquiring of R11 (R12 ) is asso-

ciated to color c1 (c2 )). As more, Pre(• tT1 1 , tT11 ) = Post(tT7 1 • , tT71 ) =
[ 1 1 ].For all the other merged transitions Pre(• tTk 1 , tTk1 ) = Post(tTk 1 • , tTk1 ) =

1 0
(see Step 1.3 of merging subroutine).
0 1
After the merging algorithm is completed, the color reﬁning subroutine starts.
IS(T1 , R1 , tT1 1 , tT7 1 ) is the subnet in the dotted square of Fig. 4.15(b);
transitions interested by the color reﬁning are tT2 1 , tT3 1 and tT6 1 : their
occurrence color sets will be changed from }c1  to }c1 , c2  . Consequently, also the color set of place pT3 1 and its relative incidence matrices will be changed. Merging algorithm goes on with the merge of
transitions belonging to T1 and R2 : the result is shown in Fig. 4.15(c).
R2
Transitions tT3 1 , tT4 1 , tT5 1 and tT6 1 are merged respectively with tR2
1 , t3 ,
R2
tR2
4 and t2 .
Since after the merging with transitions of R1 the occurrence color
number of each task transitions tTk 1 has become vtTk 1 = 2, and since for
= 2 and wk2 = 2, ∅k, then vtT1 = 2 ×
each transition tR2
h of R2 vtR2
h
k

2
• R2 T 1
R2 • T 1
=
2.
The
only
possible
choice
for
Pre(
t
,
t
)
and
Post(t

h
h , tk  )
k
2


1 1
(i.e., both instances R21 and R22 are acquired by the
is M R =
1 1
task T1 whatever the way in which it is performing – using R11 or using
R12 ). Forall the merged transitions Pre(• tTk 1 , tTk1 ) = Post(tTk 1 • , tTk1 ) =

1 0
.
0 1
After the merging subroutine is completed the color reﬁning subroutine starts. IS(T1 , R2 , tT3 1 , tT6 1 ) is the subnet in the dotted square
of Fig. 4.15(c); transitions interested by the color reﬁning are tT4 1 and
tT5 1 : however they color set, for this speciﬁc example, rests unchanged
and the same occurs for their preset and postset and relative incidence
matrices.
3
The CMHPN model can be implemented and used to monitor online the system state, as well as to detect conﬂicts and to implement a
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control based on dispatching rules. Moreover, an example for showing
the effectiveness of the automated model generation, to perform the
online reconfiguration of the robotic cell model, is presented. For the
sake of brevity, only the case when a resource breaks and it must be
replaced with another one is considered.
Assume that during a task execution, Rjx breaks and it must be replaced by Rjy : the algorithm to update online the robotic cell model
is presented in Fig. 4.16. For each task Ti that use resources of kind
j, algorithm consists in changing the marking of each influenced subnet IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z ), substituting tokens of color cx , associated to
Rjx , with tokens of color cy , associated to Rjy (steps from 1 to 3 in
Fig. 4.16). After that for all the tasks the marking of all the influenced
subnets has been changed, the continuous state of Rjy (i.e., its state
vector and continuous mode) are set equal to the restarting ones (step
4 in Fig. 4.16).

4.3 Case Study
Consider a robotic cell composed of two arms, one worker and one
watcher. The worker executes a drilling operation while the watcher
is able to execute job verification and to indicate to the worker the
position where to execute the job. Drilling task is the same task defined
in Section 4.1. In addition, a human operator can enter in the cell to
inspect the execution without any direct interaction with the arms. If
the distance between human operator and arms goes beyond a given
threshold, the arms must be stopped.
The robotic cell can be defined by means of the following instructions.

∧
DefineHybridResource(Worker, wrk Q, wrk f , “idle stopped”, wrk cModes, < x1, x2 >,
wrk hTable,
< wrk HomeP os, 0 >, wrk Isr , wrk Osc )
AssignData(Worker, wrk eDFunction)
AssignAction(Worker, wrk aTable)
AssignLogicalExpression(Worker, wrk condTable)
∧
DefineHybridResource(Watcher, wtc Q, wtc f , “idle stopped”, wtc cModes, < x1, x2 >,
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wtc hTable,
< wtc HomeP os, 0 >, wtc Isr , wtc Osc )
AssignData(Watcher, wtc eDFunction)
AssignAction(Watcher, wtc aTable)
AssignLogicalExpression(Watcher, wtc condTable)
DefineTask(Drilling, drl S, drl ϕ, “ready”, drl Isc , drl Osr )
DefineLinks(Drilling, drl rFunction)
AssignData(Drilling, drl eDFunction)
AssignLogicalExpression(Drilling, drl condTable).
InstantiateBlock(Worker,wrk1)
InstantiateBlock(Watcher,wtc1)
InstantiateBlock(Drilling,drl1)

Details of resource Watcher, as well as the ones of task Drilling,
except its eventDataFunction and conditionTable, have been presented
in Section 4.1; details of resource Worker are omitted for the sake of
brevity.
The eventDataFunction associated to Drilling task is shown in Table 4.10 and namely
drl eDFunction.
Drilling task conditionTable is not shown, since all the logical expressions coincide with the corresponding conditions (i.e., w.r.t. Table4.9,
λ=go to pos, definition=go to pos).
Figure 4.10 drl eDFunction
event
data
input event output event
wtc go to pos posDes
wrk go to pos posDes
start drilling
dTime

Nets modeling each resource and task of the cell are shown in
Fig. 4.17(a), Fig. 4.17(b) and Fig. 4.17(d). Note that, for the sake
of clearness, places and transitions of the task and of all the resources
are numbered in progressive way. Drilling is modeled by the net in
Fig. 4.17(a); Watcher and Worker are respectively modeled by the nets
of Fig. 4.17(b), and Fig. 4.17(d). Under the initial marking the task is
ready to start (a token is in p1 ) and both the watcher and the worker are
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idle (a token is in p12 and p25 ) and stopped in their current position (a
token in p20 and p31 ).
Places p17 , p18 and p19 (p28 , p29 and p30 ) model the different dynamics that the watcher (worker) can have during its motion (acc,
const, dec); transitions connecting such places model the change of
dynamic, e.g. when the event e4 (e8 ), corresponding to the reaching of
the maximal allowed speed, occurs, t22 (t39 ) fires and the resource transits from acc to const. Place pc1 (pc2 ) is the continuous place modeling
the continuous state of the resource: the structural marking indicates
current position and speed of the resource.
Transitions t24 , t∗24 and t25 model respectively the starting of the
worker drilling service, its time duration represented by the value δ
associated to t∗24 , and its completion.
In Fig. 4.18, it is shown how the proposed model is able to capture
the hybrid behavior of the interaction between the arm and the human
operator. The worker is initially stopped and the human operator is out
of the cell, consequently arm speed rises until the maximal speed is
reached. The human operator enters in the cell. The worker is moving
with constant speed when its distance with human operator passes a
fixed threshold; consequently the worker begins to decelerate (transition t21 fires) until it completely stops (firing of t23 ). It starts to move
again (firing of t24 ) only when the human goes away, over the safety
distance. The model has been simulated using PNetLab [BCC12c].
In order to prove the effectiveness of method in terms of integration of a formal modeling approach with modern 3D simulation environments, as state previously, one of them was used to implement the
case study described above. A video of the corresponding 3D animation is available at [vid]. There are many tools that make this possible
and one of them is V-REP [vre]. This environment can simulate the
continuous dynamics of any complex object one may think about and,
in particular, of watchers, workers and human operators. It would be,
however, required to translate the behavior of the discrete event part of
the model (discrete places and discrete transitions) in V-REP’s proprietary language (namely, LUA language). Alternatively, it is also possible to remotely interact with the simulator (that would be in charge of
the only continuous dynamics) and to use proper dedicated tool for the
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discrete dynamics, that would be, thus, independent from the specific
3D environment.
Consider now a slightly different cell, obtained adding an assembling task to the previous one and where the human operator can enter
to move the arms close to a desired position or to execute some manual
operations.
Assembling task. Two parts have to be joined by using rivets; the
human operator drives the worker as close as possible to the two parts,
then the worker, by using high precision cameras and reference markers, is able to position itself at the exact point where to introduce the
rivet. After the assembling of the two parts, the worker remains in
the final position waiting for the watcher that has to check the quality of the assembling, inspecting the parts and deciding if the task is
completed or if it must be repeated. Only in the first case the worker
becomes idle, otherwise first the human operator takes off rivets and
then the worker starts to assemble parts again.
Note that human operator activities must now be explicitly taken
into account. The cell can be defined adding the following instructions
to those used for the previous cell model.
DefineDiscreteResource(Human, hmn Q, hmn f , “idle”, hmn Isr , hmn Osc )
AssignData(Human, hmn eDFunction)
AssignLogicalExpression(Human, hmn condTable)
DefineTask(Assembling, asb S, asb ϕ,“ready”,asb Isc , asb Osr )
DefineLinks(Assembling, asb rFunction)
AssignData(Assembling, asb eDFunction)
AssignLogicalExpression(Assembling, asb condTable)
InstantiateBlock(Human, hmn1)
InstantiateBlock(Assembling, asb1)
All details about the resource Human have been presented in Section 4.1. The conditionTable associated to Human is not shown since
all the logical expressions coincide with the corresponding conditions.
For the sake of brevity, details of task Assembling are omitted. Nets
modeling the new cell are shown in Fig. 4.17. Assembling task is modeled by the net in Fig. 4.17(e); human operator is modeled by the net
of Fig. 4.17(c). Under the initial marking also the assembling task is
ready to start and the human operator is idle (there is a token in p32 and
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in p63 ).
The presented approach is a first effort on the direction to create
tools, addressed to users that do not have any knowledge of PNs, for
modeling and analyzing robotic cell in aircraft industry.
Nowadays, it is possible to use tools operating on CMHPNs, as the
one presented in [BCC12d], to execute model simulation and analysis. In particular, deadlock situations must be carefully checked. In
[BCC12d] a methodology is presented to devise a deadlock prevention
policy that acts directly on the PNs. Deadlock prevention is out of
the scope of this thesis, but, simulating the CMHPN model obtained
applying the presented approach, it is possible to obtain information
useful also for users that are not confident with PNs, thanks to the
expressiveness of the net colored marking.
Indeed, analyzing a deadlocked colored marking, it is possible to
know
• each task’s instance Tit and each resource’s instance Rjr involved
in the deadlock;
• which phase (state) each Tit (Rjr ), involved in the deadlock, is
blocked in;
• which events have not occurred because of the deadlock;
• what is the current continuous state of Rjr .
Such information, in the case of simple robotic cells, can be sufficient to redefine tasks for regulating the resource assignment in the
way of preventing the deadlock. Consider the following situation: the
assembling task and the drilling task are being executed at the same
time. Assembling task has acquired the unique worker of the cell and,
once it has completed the assembling procedure, it is stopped waiting for a watcher inspection. Contemporaneously, the drilling task
has acquired the unique watcher of the cell that, once it is arrived to
the drilling position, it is stopped waiting for the arrive of the worker.
As shown in Fig. 4.19, where for the sake of clearness only a part
of the final model is reported, such a situation correspond to a deadlock. Tokens in places p23 and p13 indicate, respectively that worker
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and watcher have been acquired by a task, while tokens in places p31
and p20 indicate that they are stopped at position x1 . Tokens in places
p4 and p41 indicate that assembling task and drilling task are respectively waiting for acquiring the watcher and the worker. Transitions
t4 and t51 cannot fire because the first requires that place p25 (watcher
idle) or both the places p26 and p29 (watcher released that is moving
with constant speed) are marked, and the second requires that place
p12 (worker idle) or both the places p16 and p18 (worker released that
is moving with constant speed) are marked. The proposed model allows to take into account the continuous-time dynamic of the robots
position (e.g. the variable x1 ) during the execution of tasks (e.g. the
condition sc2 is true when the x1 = posDest causing the transition
of task Drilling from phase wtc moving, place p2 , to phase waiting 4
wrk, place p3 ). From the above analysis it results that deadlock occurs since Watcher (Worker) is acquired by Drilling (Assembling) task
and at same time the Assembling (Drilling) task is waiting for it. To
avoid this situation tasks can be properly redefined. As example, the
release of Worker during the assembling task can be anticipate and executed before than Watcher begins inspection: Assembling can acquire
it again successively in the case that inspection gives negative results.
The chapter contribution can be summarized in three main points.
1) To provide an automatic synthesis of the hybrid CPN of a robotic
cell in aircraft industry, starting from an intuitive and simple specification of resources and tasks, considered the main cell components.
Then, an algorithm is provided to obtain their model as separate net
modules, finally an algorithm is given to obtain a unique hybrid CPN
integrated model. Hence, the approach is conceived to be used without any knowledge of hybrid CPN modeling, since resource and task
behaviors are specified in terms of states, events and state transition
function or from an instance of a predefined block in a library. The
robot trajectories are assumed to be available as an external input, but
they are explicitly taken into account in the model. The control problem which the proposed model is addressed to consists in assigning
a resource (a camera, a robot, etc.), when it becomes available, to a
task. If one resource is available for a set of tasks, a conflict occurs.
The control must solve these conflicts in a manner that all the assigned
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tasks are completed. Simulation schemes have been presented to implement dispatching rule based controls for these systems. These simulation schemes in a pure discrete event context have been obtained
by extending the classical scheme for the simulation of discrete event
systems based on the scheduled events list [CL08, BCC12c] using implementation in standard programming languages to speed-up these
simulations, while avoiding the use of commercial software. This approach has been adopted for material handling systems in [JGL12]
using a matrix-based discrete event controller and in [BCC12c] using
a hybrid CPN modeling framework named Colored Modified Hybrid
Petri Nets (CMHPNs), introduced by the authors.
2) To provide a formal model, a CMHPN model, that, as any PN
model, provides local state representation so that each activity is modeled by a transition that is graphically connected to a place that models
a resource state [ZK98, WBC07, WZC08b, WCCZ11, DF05]. This
permits to formally characterize the system’s state, to use standard
simulation schemes as well as to realize halt and recovering mechanisms so that the state of the system and all the simulation outputs are
saved at a certain time and restored when necessary. The use of colors
helps to obtain compact models and allows to represent the identity
of resources and tasks. This is very useful in robotic cell for aircraft
industry, since they are characterized by heterogeneous resources and
tasks. Moreover, the automatic synthesis procedure allows one to add
and remove a resource and/or a task during an online simulation.
3) To provide a way to integrate modern simulation environments
for robotic cells (e.g. Gazebo, V-REP) with a formal modeling approach of these systems. These simulation environments well simulate the continuous time behavior of robots and other devices but tasks
and discrete resources behavior must be implemented in proprietary
programming languages available in these environments. Literature
is full of approaches to code generation from PN models that can be
used to this purpose [CG03]. Then, our model offers, by means of the
translation of the discrete event part of the CMHPN model related in
such languages, a formal way to implement tasks and manage discrete
resources in these simulation environments. In this way, the benefits
of a formal modelling approach are in addition to those of accurate 3D
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animations and environment interactions.
Table 4.1: Table of notations of Section 4.2.
Notation

Meaning

1nc (0nc )

row vector of dimension nc having all elements equal to 1 (0).
color associated to the r-th (t-th) instance
of Rj (of Ti ).
identity matrix of dimension vtTi .

cr (ct )
I v Ti
t

k

k

IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z )

z-th Inﬂuenced Subnet of Ti on the base
of resource Rj .
vR 
matrix of dimension vRj ⊆ Tji s.t. each

MR

wkj

Ti
column has wkj
element equal to 1 and
Ti
wkj elements equal to 0 and all
v Rj
columns are different from each others.
⎤
c1 . . . cnc c(nc +1) . . . c(2nc ) . . .
⎥
1nc
0n c
...
⎥ c1
⎥
0nc
1n c
...
⎥ c2
⎥ .
..
..
..
⎥ .
.
⎦ .
.
.
cvtT i
0nc
0n c
...

MT

k

NR (NT )
nc =
R
pq j
∗R
pq j
R

pc j
pTs i
Rj
sr (sc )
Ti
R
th j
∗Rj

th

tTk i

v Rj 
T

wkji

=

T

v Rj !

number of kinds of resource (task).
T

wkji !(vRj −wkji )!

binomial coefﬁcient.
place associated to state q of resource Rj .
additional place associated to state q of resource Rj .
continuous place associated to the HR Rj .
place associated to phase s of task Ti .
j-th resource.
service request (compliant) event.
i-th task.
h-th immediate transition associated to resource Rj .
h-th timed transition associated to resource Rj .
k-th immediate transition associated to
task Ti .
Table 4.1: Table of notations (continued)

c(vtT i −nc ) . . . cvtT i
k

0n c
0n c
..
.
1n c

k

⎣
⎝
⎝
⎝
⎝.
⎝
⎝
⎢
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Table 4.1: Table of notations (continued)
Notation
i
t′T
k

tTf i z
tTl i z
vRj (vTi )
vtTk i
ν Rj
h
Ti
wkj
Z

Meaning
transition obtained after the merging of
R
transition tTk i with each transition th j ,
synchronized with the same event.
first transition of the z-th Influenced Subnet of task Ti on the base of resource Rj .
last transition of the z-th Influenced Subnet of task Ti on the base of resource Rj .
number of instances of resource Rj (of
task Ti ).
occurrence color number of transition tTk i .
firing speed associated to transition tRj
h .
number of instances of Rj involved in the
service sr , synchronized with tTk i .
number of Influenced Subnets of Ti with
respect to Rj .
Table 4.1: Table of notations
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Figure 4.11 (a) Discrete Resource Block; (b) Hybrid Resource Block; (c) Task
Block.
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Ti = iWK WDVN W\SH
NT QXPEHU RI WDVN W\SHV
nTi Ti WUDQVLWLRQV QXPEHU
Tit = tWK LQVWDQFH RI iWK WDVN W\SH
vTi QXPEHU RI LQVWDQFH RI iWK WDVN W\SH
i
kWK WUDQVLWLRQ RI WDVN Ti 
tT
k
Rj = jWK UHVRXUFH W\SH
NR QXPEHU RI UHVRXUFH W\SHV
nRj Rj WUDQVLWLRQ QXPEHU
Rrj = rWK LQVWDQFH RI jWK UHVRXUFH W\SH
vRj QXPEHU RI LQVWDQFH RI jWK UHVRXUFH W\SH
i
Ti
zWK ,QI XHQFHG VXEQHW RI Ti RQ WKH EDVH RI UHVRXUFH Rj 
IS(Ti , Rj , tT
f z , tl z )
Z QXPEHU RI ,QI XHQFHG 6XEQHW RI Ti ZLWK UHVSHFW WR Rj 
IRU i = 1 WR NT
IRU j = 1 WR NR
6WHS  0HUJLQJ
FKDQJH ← 
IRU k = 1 WR nTi
0HUJHG 7UDQVLWLRQV jk ← ∅
i
LI tT
k V\QFKURQL]HG WR D VHUYLFH UHTXHVW sr RU WR D VHUYLFH FRQI UPDWLRQ sc
WKHQ
FKDQJH ← 
i
0HUJH tT
k ZLWK WUDQVLWLRQ RI UHVRXUFH Rj
 i
0HUJHG 7UDQVLWLRQVjk ← 0HUJHG 7UDQVLWLRQV jk tT
k
HQG
HQG
6WHS  &RORU 5HI QLQJ
LI FKDQJH 
IRU z ← 1 WR Z
i
Ti
IS(Ti , Rj , tT
f z , tl z ) ← %XLOG zWK ,QI XHQFHG 6XEQHW RI Ti ZLWK UHVSHFW WR Rj
i
Ti
6WDUW &RORU 5HI QH 3URFHGXUH IRU IS(Ti , Rj , tT
f z , tl z )
HQG
HQG
HQG
HQG
6WHS  )LQDO PRGHO
IRU j = 1 WR NR
IRU h = 1 WR nRj
'HOHWH Rjh 0HUJHG 7UDQVLWLRQ
HQG
HQG

Figure 4.12 Merging Algorithm.
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i
tT
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ELQRPLDO
FRHII
FLHQW
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Figure 4.13 Merging Subroutine.
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IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z ) zWK ,QI XHQFHG VXEQHW RI Ti RQ WKH EDVH RI UHVRXUFH Rj 
Z QXPEHU RI ,QI XHQFHG 6XEQHW RI Ti ZLWK UHVSHFW WR Rj 
f irstOf (IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z )) = IXQFWLRQ WKDW UHWXUQV WKH LQGH[ RI WUDQVLWLRQ
V\QFKURQL]HG WR R1 DFTXLVLWLRQ
LH LI tf LV VXFK D WUDQVLWLRQ f irstOf (IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z )) = f 
lastOf (IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z )) = IXQFWLRQ WKDW UHWXUQV WKH LQGH[ RI WUDQVLWLRQ
V\QFKURQL]HG WR R1 UHOHDVH
LH LI tl LV VXFK D WUDQVLWLRQ releaseOf (IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z )) = l 
nextOf (tTk i , IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z )) = IXQFWLRQ WKDW JLYHQ D WUDQVLWLRQ tTk i EHORQJLQJ
WR IS(Ti , Rj , tTf i z , tTl i z ) UHWXUQV WKH VHW RI LQGH[ RI WKH VXFFHVVLYH WUDQVLWLRQV
•
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Figure 4.14 Color Reﬁning Subroutine.
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Figure 4.15 (a) Nets of Task T1 (in the center) and of resources R1 (on the right)
and R2 (on the left); (b) resulting net after T1 and R1 merging but before the start of
color refine procedure; (c) final net.
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Rx
j = EURNHQ UHVRXUFH RI W\SH j
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Figure 4.16 Algorithm to update online the model, replacing a resource.
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Figure 4.18 Variation of watcher speed on the base of the distance between the arm
and the human operator.
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Figure 4.19 Deadlock marking in the final model.

Chapter 5
On the implementation of
industrial automation system
based on PLC
Today industrial automation software requirements include capability
to implement applications involving widely distributed devices, high
reuse of software components, formal verification that specifications
are fulfilled. In this chapter, an object oriented approach, the programming language SFC together with a proper way to organize the inputs
and outputs of FBs and supervisory control are proposed to implement
industrial automation control systems to meet the new challenges of
this field.

5.1

Function Block Model

A first contribution of this chapter is to show how an event-based execution order for industrial automation software (as suggested by IEC
61499) can be achieved even using IEC 61131 languages extended
with OOP. An exact event-based execution order requires that the operative system implements an event-triggered execution of FBs as in
IEC 61499. In this thesis it is shown how this can be achieved in terms
of keeping activated a FB only when required. OOP has been implemented by one medium-sized vendor of software tools which is cur-
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.1 (a) FB model in OOP; (b) proposed FB model.

rently suggesting its inclusion into the next revision of the IEC 61131
standard. At this aim, a new FB model is proposed and is derived
by its definition in the IEC 61131 standard. The extension is based
on two main concepts: FBs are objects; FBs can have an event-based
execution order. In the following these two concepts will be discussed.

5.1.1 FB instances are objects
It is assumed that a FB instance is an object in the OOP framework
according to ongoing revision of the standard [Wer09] and available
commercial products (as [3S 12]). So, methods and properties can
be defined additionally to the known 61131 FB elements (declaration,
implementation). These methods and properties will form the external
view of an FB, see Fig.5.1(a). This extension will provide FBs with
the possibility of exhibiting different behaviors (in IEC 61131 FBs can
only have one behavior). Moreover, if an FB is seen as an object, its
variables can be accessed only by the FB interface, thus emphasizing
the aspect of data encapsulation.
Every FB’s method contains an own declaration and implementation part. Each method acts as event handler, when invoked it modifies
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Figure 5.2 (a) Execution Control SFC; (b) SFC implementing service re-

quests.
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FB’s state and it may produce new values of output variables. This
permits to consider the FB model as the one depicted in Fig. 5.1(b):
the input/output variables are divided in events and data. Remarkably,
this is the FB model as depicted in IEC 61499. Notice that a method
has local variables but it does not store data between two consecutive
calls.
Properties enable a controlled access to internal variables of the
FB. A property has a data type and it is not a variable of the FB but
it can access its internal variables. Properties offer an abstract, external view of the internal data of the FB object. When the property is
read/written from outside of FB the get/set accessor method is called
implicitly. These methods permit to perform operations on the data,
for instance to convert their values in some measure units or to obtain
derived data.
Methods, properties and input/output variables can be used by the
standard dot notation (e.g. FB Instance name.namemethod).
Differently both from IEC 61131 and IEC 61499, since FBs are
objects they may be constructed by inheritance. A new FB inherits all
variables and methods of the old FB and additional variables and/or
methods can be defined.

5.1.2 Event-based execution order
In this chapter it is proposed to use the FB body to achieve the eventbased execution order. This is achieved by including in the body a program written in SFC, called Execution Control SFC (ECSFC), which
acts as the ECC required by IEC 61499 FBs. SFC is one of the programming languages available in IEC 61131; a program written in
SFC is a set of graphs; the reader is referred to [IEC03] for a detailed
description of SFC.
The ECSFC must change its active steps according to only the
event inputs which are seen as service requests. Each service request
will be implemented in the body by an algorithm written in one of
the available languages. The actions associated with the ECSFC active steps must enable executions of the corresponding algorithm, thus
fulfilling the request. The completion of an algorithm is an event that
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must be output (it is an output event). The number of active services
at the current time is available by means of the output data variable
FB Instance name.NSERVICES.
As an example, consider the SFC in Fig. 5.2(a) which activates the
algorithms (still implemented in SFC) in Fig. 5.2(b). This is done by
setting the Boolean variable Si , which is associated with the condition
of the unique output transition of the initial step of SFCi. SFCi represents the algorithm which performs the service Si . Thus, the SFC
in Fig. 5.2(a) acts as an ECSFC; the SFC in Fig. 5.2(a) together with
those in Fig. 5.2(b) make possible to achieve the event-based execution
order, as required.
An improvement can be obtained if it is possible to utilize hierarchical SFC to program the ECSFC. Hierarchical SFC permits a graph
to directly modify the status of another graph. Hierarchy improves
SFC modeling capabilities and it solves some very important problems
in the design of control algorithms [DA92]. In [Chi98] it is presented
how to implement hierarchical SFC even if this is not available in the
programming environment: an algorithm to translate SFC programs in
other IEC 61331 programming languages is presented and a detailed
example of translation of a SFC program into ladder diagram, which
is a very common language for automation systems programmers, is
also shown.
In particular, the two macroactions available in hierarchical SFC,
SUSPEND and FORCE, are very useful since their use permits to suspend and reset a service; in Fig. 5.2(a) the two macroactions are used.
Remark 1. If a FB consists of several algorithms, the use of the ECSFC
makes clear and readable which algorithms are activated for a given set
of input values. The same result could be obtained also using a case
or an if statement, even if the resulting code would be less elegant and
readable. However, using ECSFC, it results much easier the implementation of macroactions such as the suspension of an algorithm (a
service). Indeed, in industrial automation context, an algorithm is interfaced with the field, i.e. sensors and actuators. This means that to
suspend an algorithm, it is not enough to suspend the execution of an
algorithm but some output data should be properly set, to ensure that
also the effects of the algorithm on the field are suspended (e.g. to turn
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off motors, to close a valve, etc.). This can be done easily at ECSFC
level, where the suspension can be treated by a sequence of actions.
Remark 2. Note that an exact event-based execution order requires a
real event-triggered algorithm execution. In 61131 (also in 3rd edition) each FB is triggered in every scan cycle allowing it to perform
its execution. In 61499 a FB would typically only be activated when
it gets an event. This allows to control the execution sequence of the
FBs but the operative system provides this.
However, if the calling of a FB in IEC 61131 is done by means of
an IF statement,
IF ((REQ S1 OR REQ S2 OR ...REQ Sn) OR FB Instance name.NSERVICES>0)
THEN FB Instance name.NSERVICES(inputs,outputs)

the FB is triggered only when at least one of its input events is true and
it is kept activated while at least one service is being executed.
This allows to achieve an event-based execution as for the FB calling.
As far as the execution order of the algorithms coded in the FB,
in IEC 61131 all the program organization units execute their code sequentially by beginning to end. Hence, using an ECSFC, when the
scanning process of a FB is performed only the actions of the algorithms enabled by the ECSFC are executed while the other algorithms
remain in the initial step which has no actions associated (see Fig.5.2).
Note that also ISaGRAF [VC08], a commercial tool that allows the
development of programs that are IEC 61131 or IEC 61499 compliant,
supports a hierarchy structure for SFCs. In particular, SFCs placed on
the top of hierarchy, called fathers, are activated by the system. Those
placed at lower level, called child SFCs, are started, killed, frozen or
restarted by their father. In this way it is also possible to implement
ECSFCs. However, the approach proposed in this thesis requires standard SFC programming language just plus two macroactions, called
SUSPEND and FORCE, and it can be implemented also on platform
where SFC is not supported by using the translation algorithm shown
in [Chi98].
The main idea behind the algorithm is that of allocating a bit
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(marker) for each step and for each transition. The marker of a step
indicates if it is active or not; the marker of a transition indicates if
it is fireable or not. An algorithm can be composed of more not connected SFCs (i.e. the term SFC is referred to a single connected graph),
but a unique Ladder Diagram program composed of four sections can
be used to implement all the SFCs (i.e. all the connected graphs), to
be coded in the right sequence: Initializing section; Action Execution
section; Transition Evaluation section; Condition Update section. The
Initialing section must be executed only once at the first scan of the
program and it sets all the initial steps as active, i.e. set their marker
to 1. The second section must execute actions for all SFCs. It will
contain one rung for each action describing when the action must be
executed. The third section contains evaluation of the markers of transitions. For each transition, it is evaluated if it is fireable or not and
the corresponding marker set. The fourth and last section realizes the
condition update. For each transition, depending on the state of its
marker, the marker of connected steps are set or reset. Macroactions
can be easily introduced in the second section, adding one or more implementing rungs, depending on the macroation, where one or some
markers (forcing) or all the markers (suspension) of a certain SFC are
set or reset.
In addition of the known advantages of OOP (reusability, data encapsulation, etc.), the benefits of the proposed FB model are:
• A service (i.e. the associated algorithm) is executed only when it
is explicitly invoked by means of the associated event as required
by IEC 61499. The execution environment influences only the
time required to execute an algorithm, not when an algorithm
must be executed.
• Once the programming environment allows OOP, the coding is
still fully IEC 61131 compliant
• The new FB model permits to delegate the coordination of service requests to an external agent. This will be the subject of one
of the next sections.
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• Different execution modes of an FB can be easily managed by
input events.
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Figure 5.3 Implementation of suspension and reset of a sequence.

Note that the execution of SFC consists of a number of tasks that
in each scan cycle are performed in a certain order [HFL01]. In particular, each IEC 61131 commercial implementation executes the evaluation of transition conditions leading from active steps and their firing
in a different way. This may result in a different behavior. However,
this is a well known problem and in the literature it is clearly shown
how to solve it [Lew98]. This is not the scope of this thesis.
As for our approach, in the ECSFC the unique problem concerning
the evolution is that it has diverging paths, then there may be simultaneously enabled alternative transitions. According to the standard,
transitions to the left have precedence over transitions to the right.
However, a specific IEC 61131 implementation may implement a different priority rule, or the programmer can change it by rewriting the
logical conditions.
As for example, in the SFC in Fig. 5.2(a) by replacing “REQ S1”
by “REQ S1 AND NOT(REQ Sn)”, the n-th service is executed before
the first service, if they are both enabled.
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Finally, the proposed FB model can be improved by using another
useful OOP tool, the Interface, which is an abstract specification for
FB methods. An Interface defines signatures for the methods without
specifying their implementation. A method declared by an Interface
can be implemented in an FB, and its implementation (related to that
particular FB) must be coded. For instance, consider the suspension
and the reset of a certain sequence, a common requirement in industrial automation. An Interface could be defined with the signature of
the two methods: suspension and reset; then, each FB can use the suspension and the reset in a different way by implementing the interface
and describing what the two methods actually do in that particular FB:
INTERFACE SUSPEND AND RESET
METHOD Suspend
...
END METHOD
METHOD Reset
...
END METHOD
END INTERFACE

As told, the suspension and the reset of a sequence are common
requirements in industrial automation so some more considerations
are in order. The suspension and the reset of a sequence is a statedependent action and thus a method is not sufficient to implement
them, since method cannot depend on the current state. A possible
solution is to use a method to set a boolean variable which triggers
a unique step in the SFC, which remains active until the method RESET sets to true the value variable causing the transition into the initial
step. A method is used since some actions on the field (turn off a
motor, close a valve, etc.) may be required in addition to the cited
variable setting. An example is shown in Fig. 5.3: the method SERVICE r.Suspend set to true SUSP Sr causing the transition of SFCr
into the step Sr SUSPENDED.
It is worth noticing that suspension of a sequence (and forcing a
sequence in a given step) are very useful macroactions [Chi98] which
are not provided by the revision of the standard. Their implementation
in an OOP environment is one of the contribution of this chapter.
OMAC PackML [OMA] state model, now part of ISA 88 standard,
introduces a standard state representation of what a machine is doing to
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improve system programming efficiency. SUSPEND and RESET can
help in implementing such a state model since these methods allow
to define clearly the functioning state of a FB, and then the state of a
device, also when something wrong occurs.

5.2 FB Design
The goal now is to design a FB that performs an event-based execution
order and that is capable to fulfill the service requests associated with
events.
In an OOP context an object is characterized by data and methods.
It must be noticed that the program of sequences, one of the fundamental things in industrial automation, cannot be coded as a method
since methods have local variables but they do not store data between
two consecutive calls. Then, to implement a sequence there are two
solutions: a method that uses variables declared in the body of FBs;
the implementation in the object body. Both solutions would not be a
good practice, since adding new operations would imply the redefinition of the class (i.e. adding new local variables or writing a different
body).
In this section, it is proposed to implement each operation as a
separate class called Operation FB (OFB) while the basic functionalities that requires access to I/O field signals are implemented in a
class called Device FB (DFB). Operation FB uses such functionalities
to perform a certain working cycle. If more complex behaviors are
needed, a new DFB can be defined that inherits all methods and properties of an existing DFB and extends it by new methods and properties. Notice that both OFBs and DFBs are FB objects as provided by
the revision of the standard, they are named differently only to point
out their role.
To link an OFB with a DFB, pointers can be used. In the revised
version of the standard, pointers are provided. They can point to any
data types, any user-defined types, programs, methods, FBs, functions.
Then, the pointer to a DFB can be given as input to an OFB to indicate
the DFB it has to perform its operations on.
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As an example, assume to have a DFB named SILO, which implements, for a certain real silo, basic behaviors as opening and closing of
its input and output valves and conversion of its sensor measures; assume, moreover, to have an OFB named FILLING, which implements
the whole sequence of silo filling.
The following code
VAR
S1:SILO;
FIL1:FILLING(PTSILO:=ADR(S1));
END VAR

allows to create an instance of the OFB FILLING named FIL1
which receives in input the pointer to S1, that is an instance of the
DFB SILO (ADR stays for address operator and PTSILO is a pointer
to a SILO object). This allows the use of methods or properties of S1
inside FIL1 by standard dot notation (e.g. PTSILO∧ .namemethod).
In this way all the benefits of OOP are used: an operation can be
added simply by defining a new OFB class just for the new operation.
Moreover, the distinction between DFB and OFB helps to reuse DFBs
which have direct interface with the field. Notice that a DFB certainly
has field events since it provides field services (e.g. open valve, start
motor), while an OFB may have no field inputs/outputs but it certainly
has input/output events since it consists of a sequence of basic operations (e.g. filling of a silo, transfer of a pallet) which are started by
means of input events.

5.2.1

Example

Consider the layout shown in Fig. 5.4. It consists of a set of silos
connected by a pipe. Each silo is cyclically filled and emptied with
a liquid. However, before emptying silo S2 the liquid is heated by
a resistance until a given temperature is reached, while in silo S3 it is
mixed for a given time. In silo S4 the liquid is heated and mixed before
silo is emptied.
The liquid of silo S1 (S2) is poured into silo S4 (S3). Silos S3 and
S4 cannot be filled at the same time since there is only a single pipe
to do this operation. Mixing the liquid in silos S3 and S4 at the same
time is not possible because it requires too much power.
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Figure 5.4 fig/Plant layout.
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According to the approach described in this section, a DFB class
named SILO has been created for the basic silo without mixer and
heater, see Fig. 5.5 for the graphical I/O definition.
SILO
BOOL

INIT

BOOL
BOOL

EMPTY_LEVEL
FULL_LEVEL

INITOK

BOOL

NSERVICES
IN
OUT

INT
BOOL
BOOL

Figure 5.5 DFB SILO.

FUNCTION BLOCK SILO
VAR INPUT
EMPTY LEVEL:BOOL; (* sensor of empty level *)
FULL LEVEL:BOOL; (* sensor of full level *)
INIT:BOOL; (* initialization event *)
END VAR
VAR OUTPUT
IN:BOOL; (* input valve *)
OUT:BOOL; (* output valve *)
N.SERVICES:INT; (* number of active services *)
INITOK:BOOL; (* initialization completed event *)
END VAR
VAR
...
END VAR
METHOD Set Init
...
END METHOD
METHOD Set In
...
END METHOD
METHOD Set Out
...
END METHOD
END FUNCTION BLOCK

Then, DFB SILO WITH MIXER AND HEATER has been created. It inherits by the DFB SILO all methods, properties, interfaces
and it adds those related to the mixer and heater, as shown in Fig. 5.6
for the graphical I/O definition.
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Figure 5.6 DFB SILO with mixer and heater.

FUNCTION BLOCK SILO WITH MIXER AND HEATHER EXTENDS SILO
VAR INPUT
THERMOMETER:REAL; (* temperature sensor *)
END VAR
VAR OUTPUT
MIX:BOOL; (* mixer motor *)
RES:BOOL; (* heater resistance *)
END VAR
VAR
...
END VAR
METHOD Set Mixer
...
END METHOD
METHOD Set Res
...
END METHOD
PROPERTY TEMPERATURE : REAL
GET
TEMPERATURE:=(THERMOMETER*1.8)+32;
END GET
END PROPERTY
PROPERTY TEMPERATURE : BOOL
GET
END EMPTY:=NOT(EMPTY LEVEL);
END GET
END PROPERTY
END FUNCTION BLOCK

From the specifications, four working sequences must be defined:
filling, emptying, heating and mixing. For all these sequences, the
methods SUSPEND and RESET have been defined by means of INTERFACE construct and properly implemented in the respective FBs.
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As for example, in this chapter the OFB implementing the heating sequence has been reported.
FUNCTION BLOCK HEATING IMPLEMENTS SUSPEND AND RESET
VAR INPUT
REQ HEAT:BOOL; (* request of service HEAT *)
INIT:BOOL; (* initialization event *)
T HEAT:REAL; (* temperature set point *)
END VAR
VAR OUTPUT
HEATOK:BOOL; (* service HEAT completed; *)
INITOK:BOOL; (* initialization completed event *)
N.SERVICES:INT; (* number of active services *)
END VAR
VAR
PTSILO:POINTER TO SILO WITH MIXER AND HEATHER;
SUSPEND HEATING:BOOL; (* event alarm *)
RESET HEATING:BOOL; (* reset command *)
SUSPEND INITIALIZING:BOOL; (* event alarm *)
RESET INITIALIZING:BOOL; (* reset command *)
END VAR
METHOD Suspend
...
END METHOD
METHOD Reset
...
END METHOD
FB body consists of SFC in Fig.5.7
END FUNCTION BLOCK

Notice that each FB usually has an initialization procedure, since
in practice some checks are needed before the starting of the normal
running of a device and of a working cycle. This is why initialization
input and output events are always present in the FBs shown in the
chapter.

5.3

A formal approach to FBs coordination

After FBs have been declared and instantiated according to OOP approach, the body (main loop) of the automation program must be developed. In the proposed approach, an event-based approach, the body
must consist of FB callings by means of methods. The problem of how
to formally define this automation program is still open.
In industrial automation the purpose of a program is, known the
occurred events, to produce events (i.e. the starting of an operation) in
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Figure 5.7 (a) ECSFC of OFB HEATING; (b) SFC implementing service
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such a manner that a desired behavior is obtained. The desired behavior can be expressed in terms of sequences and in terms of constraints
on these sequences.
Consider for instance a working cell composed by machines, conveyors and buffers: input events for the program can be the end of a
working sequence, the arriving of a part at the end of a conveyor, the
end of the loading of a part from a buffer; output events can be the start
of a working sequence, the loading of a part on a conveyor, the loading
of a part from the buffer.
The desired behavior for such a cell can be described by the correct
loading sequences and by the logical constraints on these sequences,
e.g. avoiding buffer overflows, mutual exclusion when using shared
resources, etc.
Usually the automation program is used both to enforce desired sequences and to enforce logical constraints. Moreover, SFC language is
utilized [R.D95] thanks to its ability to graphically represent sequential behavior and concurrency, and to offer a clear understanding of the
input-output behavior of the controller. The problem is that this approach, common to industrial automation community, is not efficient
when the system complexity grows. In such a case a formal method to
design the program is needed.
Here it is proposed to model the sequences of the desired behavior
by means of a PN, called PN controller, which has the role of calling
FBs. The PN controller, which is implemented in the body of the
automation program, sends to FBs the order to start a certain service
(i.e. it forces event occurrences), and it receives from FBs the events
of service completion.
This permits to look to the FBs and the PN controller as an extended process which, from an external point of view, spontaneously
generates events [BC07]. On this extended process, which already enforces desired sequences, the logical constraints must be imposed; in
this thesis it is proposed to use supervisory control for this purpose.
Supervisory control theory provides powerful results [RW89] for
event systems where events are spontaneously generated (event occurrence cannot be forced) and, some events, named controllable events,
can be disabled, while the other ones are called uncontrollable events.
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As for uncontrollable events, their occurrence can be just observed.
An external agent, called supervisor, disables the occurrence of controllable events in order to enforce logical constraints on the sequence
of events generated by the system. In the following, it will be shown
that the extended process, formed by FBs as controlled by the PN controller, generates controllable and uncontrollable events according to
the point of view of supervisory control. Thus, in this thesis logical
constraints are delegated to the supervisor, which is also implemented
in the body of the automation program.
Notice that if the supervisor can be modeled by a PN (this is frequent in this context), a unique PN model is obtained for the automation program.
As for the supervisor synthesis, nowadays several tools can be
found on the web: Ramadge-Wonham theory is implemented in Supremica [AFFM06] and in the tools available on the web page of the Systems Control Group of The University of Toronto [Sys]; Petri net based
supervisory control is implemented in the tools described in [Ior],
[Amb01] and [BCC07a].
The modeling and analysis of concurrent programs using PNs has
been considered before [BDK98, BCD09]. The approach presented
here has similarities with the problem of finding and correcting potential deadlock situations in software [WKK+ 08] and with the problem
of automated code generation for general requirements expressed in
terms of supervisory control specifications [IA10]. The main difference with the approach presented in [WKK+ 08] is the fact that we
use PNs to write the program and to compute a supervisor that could
be implemented by a PN too and not to obtain a model of the existing program to analyze deadlocks. In the program synthesis developed in [IA10] a PN model and supervisory control specification are
both extracted from specification given in high level language, then a
PN supervisor is computed and finally both model and supervisor are
coded in a target programming language. Here, apart from the extraction of a PN from a high level language, a similar approach is used
but in industrial automation context. On the one hand, that approach
is made difficult by the presence of I/O signals from the field, by the
fact that IEC languages only can be used and by the necessity to reuse
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tested FBs. On the other hand, the specifications are simpler than the
ones for the general software engineering applications or, at least, it is
easier to express them directly in PN form instead of using high level
languages.
Another important issue is the implementation of both the PN model
and supervisor in the automation program. In the following, an algorithm is proposed for the case when a unique PN model is obtained,
but the approach can be extended also to the case when the supervisor
has a different model [BCC07b].

Figure 5.8 (a) Net structure implementing the call of a single service, (b)

conflicting transitions, (c) an example of PN controller used to coordinate the
service requests, (d) an example of PN supervisor to enforce mutual exclusion
in using a common resource, (e) an example of PN model.
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5.3.1 PN representation of FB services
A PLC program could be represented as a network of FBs that run
concurrently to execute desired services’ sequences.
According to the FB model presented in Section 5.1, each FB
can execute more than one service at a time, if this is allowed by its
ECSFC. Each service can be modeled as a place of a PN. If this place
is marked, it means that a FB is running the associate service.
Events are related to net transitions. In particular, one event is associated with each transition and vice-versa. The calling of a service can
be represented by a chain transition-place-transition, where the input
transition models the service request, the output transition models the
service completion, and the place the service execution. The structure
in Fig. 5.8(a) implements the calling of a single service.
A PN model of the program is obtained by connecting the places
according to a desired service’s sequence. Hence, the aforementioned
network of FBs can be seen as a PN. As a token moves from one place
to another, the corresponding sequence progresses from one service to
another. Thus, the various places of the PN correspond to different
stages in the execution of a desired services’ sequence.

5.3.2 The PN controller
Event set is divided into two disjoint sets: controllable transitions
(drawn as empty boxes) and uncontrollable transitions (drawn as filled
boxes).
Service requests are assumed to be controllable events, i.e. they
can be disabled by a supervisor. When a controllable event occurs a
command is sent by the PN controller in input to the proper FB to
force the start of the associated service. Here, it is assumed that a
controllable event fires as soon as it is enabled by the supervisor.
The service completion event is modeled by an uncontrollable event
since its occurrence cannot be disabled. These events are generated by
FBs when the sequence responsible of a certain service has been completed. Moreover, condition involving properties of a FB can be associated with uncontrollable transitions (e.g. a temperature has reached
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Figure 5.9 (a) PN controller; (b) PN supervisor; (c) PN model.

a reference value) as in Fig. 5.8(b).
In general, PN places may have more than one output transition.
In this case a conflict occurs and the conflicting transitions must be labeled by conditions, indicating which transition should be taken when
the conflict is enabled. This label can consist of a logical condition as
in Fig. 5.8(b) implementing a predefined priority rule or it may be the
output of a scheduler system, that is an upper level system designed to
solve conflicts. The scheduler design is not a goal of this thesis.
The net in Fig. 5.8(c) is an example of a PN controller: two sequences are specified; each sequence involves three services (the first
one S1, S2 and S3, the second one S4, S5 and S6).
Consider again the example presented in Subsection 5.2.1. The
control of this system can be designed by properly sending the service
requests to each FB according to the desired sequences and according
to the logical constraints on these sequences.
From the specifications, two sequences must be implemented: 1)
fill S1, pour the liquid of S1 into S4, heat S4, mix S4, empty S4; 2) fill
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S2, heat S2, pour the liquid of S2 into S3, mix S3, empty S3.
Then, to implement these services’ sequencing the PN model shown
in Fig. 5.9(a) can be used.

5.3.3 The Supervisor
The supervisor acts on the extended process, i.e. the event set generated by the PN controller and by FBs.
If the supervisor is modeled by a PN, called PN supervisor, it consists of places and transitions, since it is a PN model. In practice, its
event set is a subset of the PN controller.
Consider again the PN controller in Fig. 5.8(c). Assume two services (S1 and S5) require a common resource. A PN supervisor, as
the one shown in Fig. 5.8(d) can be used. It reduces to the place M
and the transition (event) set consists of REQ S1, END S1, REQ S5,
END S5. Finally, the PN model in Fig. 5.8(e) is obtained.
In the general case, the supervisor could not be a PN but a logical
predicate or an algorithm [LBG97]. In these cases, the supervisor is
implemented as a separate program which sends to the PN controller
the enabling signals for controllable events.
Consider again the example presented in Subsection 5.2.1 and the
related PN controller shown in Fig. 5.9(a).
Two mutual exclusion constraints must be enforced to share the
pipe and to avoid to mix the liquid of silos S3 and S4 at same time.
These two constraints can be modeled by two linear inequalities
m(p4 ) + m(p6 ) + m(p18 ) + m(p20 ) ≥ 1
m(p10 ) + m(p22 ) ≥ 1

(5.1)

where the notation m(pi ) is used to denote the marking of the place
pi . By using the approach described in [MA00] and [BCG06], the
supervisor Fig. 5.9(b) can be obtained. It consists of places p25 and p26
with respective input and output arcs.
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5.3.4 PN model implementation
Industrial controllers work typically by cyclically reading and storing inputs, executing user program(s), and finally writing the outputs
Fig. 5.10(a). The READ-EXECUTE-WRITE cycle is called the scan
cycle.
In Fig. 5.10(b) the evolution algorithm proposed for the implementation of the PN controller and the PN supervisor is reported. In the
following the main data structures used by the algorithm are discussed.
The PN model can be translated in any IEC 61131 programming
language according to the evolution algorithm shown in Fig. 5.10(b).
In the following, Structured Text (ST) is used just for the sake of readability. The approach can be easily extended to other IEC 61131 languages. As for Instruction List, the reader can refer to the implementation of Automation PN (APN) [JU96], an extension of PN, or to the
implementation of Signal Interpreted Petri Nets (SIPN) [Fre00]. As
for the Ladder Diagram, a good survey is presented in [PZ04]. A good
list of references about the problem of implementing PNs on industrial
control systems can be found also in [BC07], where the problems of
implementing supervisory control are discussed.
A vector of integer variables, named M is needed to store the net
marking. A vector of Boolean input variables, named UCT, is allocated
for the set of signals associated with uncontrollable transitions. Events,
i.e. uncontrollable transitions firings, are derived from boolean-valued
signals by detecting rising and falling edges between two consecutive
scan cycles using R TRIG that is a predefined function block in IEC
61131 standard. A vector named UTRIG is associated with the set of
uncontrollable transitions. If at least one transition firing occurred, the
net marking is updated and the enabling of controllable transitions is
evaluated. A vector of Boolean output variables, named CT, is allocated for the set of controllable transitions. For each enabled controllable transition, the corresponding element in CT is set to true and the
corresponding service is requested. Note that controllable transitions
fire as soon as they are enabled since they represent service requests.
PN controller and supervisor can be both implemented in the main
loop of the PLC program. The body of such a program, named SI-
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Figure 5.10 (a) Scan cycle. (b) Evolution algorithm for a controller and a su-

pervisor modeled by net structures if state equation is used to update marking.
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LOS COORDINATION, consists in implementing the PN model in
Fig. 5.9(c) and in connecting properly each declared FB. For the sake
of brevity, the variable declaration section and only some parts from
each section of the program are reported below, as well as the section
where each FBs is initialized is omitted.
PROGRAM SILOS COORDINATION
VAR INPUT
(* physical inputs declaration *)
END VAR
VAR OUTPUT
(* physical outputs declaration *)
END VAR
VAR
S1:SILO;
S2:SILO WITH MIXER AND HEATHER;
S3:SILO WITH MIXER AND HEATHER;
S4:SILO WITH MIXER AND HEATHER;
FIL1:FILLING(PTSILO:=ADR(S1));
EMP1:EMPTYING(PTSILO:=ADR(S1));
FIL2:FILLING(PTSILO:=ADR(S2));
EMP2:EMPTYING(PTSILO:=ADR(S2));
HEA2:HEATING(PTSILO:=ADR(S2));
FIL3:FILLING(PTSILO:=ADR(S3));
EMP3:EMPTYING(PTSILO:=ADR(S3));
MIX3:MIXING(PTSILO:=ADR(S3));
FIL4:FILLING(PTSILO:=ADR(S4));
EMP4:EMPTYING(PTSILO:=ADR(S4));
MIX4:MIXING(PTSILO:=ADR(S4));
HEA4:HEATING(PTSILO:=ADR(S4));
UCT : ARRAY [1..12] OF BOOL;
UTRIG : ARRAY [1..12] OF R TRIG;
CT : ARRAY [1..10] OF BOOL;
UPDATE:BOOL;
M: ARRAY [1..26] OF INT; (* PLACE MARKING *)
T: ARRAY [1..10] OF BOOL; (* TRANSITIONS *)
dummy,dummy2:BOOL;
END VAR
(* INITIALIZING SECTION*)
M[1]:=1; M[13]:=1; M[25]:=1; M[26]:=1;
(* EVENT DETECTION SECTION *)
FOR COUNTER:=1 TO 12 BY 1 DO
UTRIG[COUNTER](CLK:= UTC[COUNTER]);
IF UTRIG[COUNTER].Q
THEN UPDATE := TRUE;
END IF;
END FOR;
(* UPDATE SECTION *)
IF UPDATE THEN
(* STATE UPDATE SECTION: UNCONTROLLABLE TRANSITIONS *)
IF UTRIG[1].Q THEN
M[3]:=M[3]+1;
M[2]:=M[2]-1;
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END IF
.......
(* OUTPUT EVALUATION SECTION *)
IF M[1]≥ 1 THEN
CT[1]:=TRUE;
T[1]:=TRUE;
END IF
.......
(* STATE UPDATE SECTION: CONTROLLABLE TRANSITIONS *)
IF T[1] THEN
M[2]:=M[2]+1;
M[1]:=M[1]-1;
END IF
.......
END IF
(* event-based FB CALLS *)
.......
IF (CT[3] OR HEA4.NSERVICES) THEN HEA4(INIT:= 0, REQ HEAT:= CT[3],
T HEAT:= 60, INITOK:= dummy,
HEATOK:=UCT[4], N.SERVICES:=dummy2);
IF (CT[9] OR MIX3.NSERVICES) THEN MIX3(INIT:= 0, REQ MIX:=CT[9],
T MIX:=15, EMPTY:=%IX5, INITOK:= dummy,
MIXOK:=UCT[11], N.SERVICES:=dummy2);
.......
END PROGRAM

For the sake of simplicity, transitions are ordered in such a way
that t1 , ..., t10 are controllable transitions, while t11 , ..., t22 are uncontrollable transitions.
The values can be assigned to the parameters in parentheses after
the instance name of the function block.
.....
FB Instance name(Start Service1:=REQ S1, ..., Start Servicen:= REQ Sn, Data1:=A1, ..,
...,Datan:=An , End Service1:=END S1 , ..., End Servicen:= END Sn);
.....

Function blocks are always called through a function block instance using an IF statement, as discussed in Subsection 5.1.2, to ensure that a FB is activated when at least one controllable event occurs
and is kept activated while at least one service is being executed.
Note that for each enabled controllable transition the corresponding service is requested. Finally, FBs are called by properly linking
service requests and service completion variables. In this work start
service values are associated to controllable transitions, end service
values are associated to uncontrollable transitions, while data can be
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auxiliary data or field I/O data. As for example, the controllable transition t3 corresponds to REQ HEAT of S4, HEAT OK of S4 corresponds to the uncontrollable transition t14 , T HEAT is a data related to
the heating temperature.

5.4

Implementation on PLCs using OOP

In this section a method is proposed to implement controllers and supervisors designed by Petri Nets on PLCs using OOP .
An algorithm is here proposed to implement a unique PN model
formed by both a PN controller and a PN supervisor. It is based on
two main class objects: place and transition. As more, the PLCopen
XML format [PLC09] is used to code the PN model and import it in
a development environment which supports PLCopen XML and OOP
(e.g. CoDeSys).
It is worth noticing that the proposed method preserves the structure of PNs. In the resulting program each instruction is directly related to the evaluation of a transition, to the update of the marking, or
to the enabling of a transition. This preserves the auto-documentation
features of PNs and allows the user to easily modify the program directly, starting from the modifications made to the PN design. The
method is presented for Structured Text (ST) language but it can be
adapted to other programming language for PLCs supporting OOP.
PLCopen is an independent organization providing efficiency in
industrial automation based on the needs of users. PLCopen members
have concentrated on technical specifications around IEC 61131, creating specifications and implementations in order to reduce cost in industrial engineering. The outcome is standardized libraries for different application fields, harmonized language conformity levels and engineering interfaces for exchange, as for example the PLCopen XML.
In Fig. 5.11 steps to implement PNs in IEC 61131 languages extended with OOP are shown. Step 1 consists in the PN design by the
user. The goal of this section is the discussion of steps 2 and 3.
Step 2. A MATLABr script has been implemented. It requires
the number of the PN places and transitions, and the pre and post-
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Step 1: Design of the PN controller / supervisor
Step 2: Creation of the corresponding
PLCopenXML file by means of the Matlab® script
Step 3: Linking of transition objects to service
requests and completions
Figure 5.11 Workflow to implement PNs on PLCs.

incident matrices and generates a PLCopen XML file that implements
the structure of the PN and its evolution. The file is composed by
two parts: variables declaration and body of program. The body of
program, where the evolution of the PN is coded, is subdivided in the
following 3 sections: Initializing Section where the structure of the net
is created and its initial marking is set; Event Detection Section where
the enabling of each transition is evaluated; Update Section where the
marking of the net is updated based on the fired transitions.
Note that the user has not to be confident with PLCopen XML
format.
The script requires the existence of a library composed by two basic classes (as extension of standard FBs), Place and Transitions, presented in the following.
In Fig. 5.12(a) FB Place is shown. Its inputs are: EVENT IN
(EVENT OUT), the pointer to the array of events associated with place
preset (postset) transitions; PRE (POST), the pointer to the array of
weights associated with the input (output) arcs. Its output is the value
of the marking of the place.
Methods of the FB Place are: setArcs, (it defines the place preset
and postset), setInitialMarking (it sets its initial marking), updateMarking (it updates its marking), update (it allows to add a new input output- arc).
FB Transition (Fig. 5.12(b)) has three input variables: EVENT, a
boolean variable equal to 1 when the event (i.e., a service request/completion,
or a supervisor enabling) associated with the transition occurs, otherwise it is 0; PRE, the pointer to the pre-incident matrix row related to
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PLACE
POINTER TO DWORD ARRAY EVENT_IN
POINTER TO DWORD ARRAY EVENT_OUT
POINTER TO INT ARRAY
POINTER TO INT ARRAY

PRE
POST

MARKING INT

(a)
TRANSITION
BOOL
POINTER TO INT ARRAY
POINTER TO DWORD ARRAY

EVENT
PRE
P_MARKING

ENABLED BOOL

Figure 5.12 (a)

(b)
Function Block Place and (b) Function Block Transition.

the transition; P MARKING, the pointer to the marking of the input
places. Its output is ENABLED, the boolean variable that is equal to 1
if the transition is enabled, otherwise it is 0.
Methods of FB Transitions are setArcs (it defines the transition preset), value (it evaluates the transition) and update (it allows to add a
new place to the transition preset).
The code implementing the FB Transition is shown in Fig. 5.13.
The key idea of this code is the use of pointers and of the operator
New: it allocates memory for FB instances or arrays of standard data
types. The operator returns a suitably typed pointer to the object. In
this way the memory should be allocated dynamically for the application.
Memory dynamic allocation is not a new concept in the computer
science but it is not used in PLC field. Indeed, such an operator is not
prescribed by the IEC 61131 standard, it is only supported by CoDeSys
V3.
The use of New allows the definition of an unique FB Transition,
since no limitation to the maximum number of input arcs have to be
introduced: the transition can have any number of arcs (only limited to
the memory of the device).
Step 3. The program automated generated by means of the PLCopen
XML file must be integrated by the user, linking the transition objects
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to the FB service requests (completions).
Consider the example presented in 5.2.1.Silos S3 and S4 cannot
be filled at the same time since there is only a single pipe to do this
operation. It can be decided if executing the mixing of the liquid in
silos S3 and S4 contemporaneously or not, setting the variable power
equal to 0 or 1, respectively. the PN modeling the supervised process is
shown in Fig. 5.14: when contemporaneous mixing is allowed, place
P26 is not connected to the rest of net, it is linked when the mixing in
S3 and S4 can not occur at the same time.
The ST code, implementing such a PN is shown in Fig. 5.15: the
bold text lines are the ones manually added by the user to link the firing
of transitions to the service requests and completions; ADDITIONAL
CONSTRAINTS SECTION is added to allow the two different configurations of the net.
When the constraints about mixing is activated, calling the methods update of the classes Place and Transition, new arcs can be added,
linking the place P26 to net transitions: without the dynamic allocation, since each place (transition) must have a fixed number of arcs,
two different programs would have been implemented.
Notice that it is easy to modify the PN if the system specifications are changed: as example the adding (delating) of a node only
requires to change the corresponding parameters (number of places
(transitions), incidence matrices) and to execute again the Matlabr
script.
The approach can be applied to large and complex systems, with
the only limitation deriving from the physic limits of PLCs.
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Figure 5.13 ST code implementing FB Transition.
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Figure 5.15 ST code, implementing PN of Fig. 5.14.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and further
research
The results of the previous chapters are here summarized. Several observations regarding them are made and some possible extensions of
this research are discussed. More in detail a preliminary results in developing a flexible, modular and distributed control architecture using
a cyber-physical system perspective are presented.

6.1

What has been accomplished

In this dissertation a modeling framework for semi-automated hyperflexible robotic cells in aircraft industry has been proposed.
The goal of chapter 4 is the synthesis of a model for the sequencing
of the activities of a robotic cell in aircraft industry. The robotic cell
is built, starting from the models of resource and task blocks, that are
the cell elementary components. A systematic algorithm that yields a
Colored Modified Hybrid Petri Net model of the whole cell, starting
from resource and task models, has been presented.
In the chapter 4, an object oriented approach, the programming
language SFC together with a proper way to organize the inputs and
outputs of FBs and supervisory control are proposed to implement industrial automation control systems to meet the new challenges of this
field. FBs are assumed to be objects with methods and properties.
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Methods together with a SFC help to make event-based the execution
order of FBs. Moreover, FBs are seen as service providers, according to a service-oriented paradigm. Furthermore, it has been shown
that supervisory control can be adopted to solve the coordination, in
the context of industrial control, of the concurrent behavior of the several FBs which constitute a typical automation software application.
Indeed, the desired behavior of such an application results to be expressed in terms of desired sequences of events. PNs have been chosen
since efficient methodologies are available to apply supervisory control using this formal model and it has been shown that they can be
easily implemented on commercial PLCs using Object Oriented Programming. The approach can be applied to large and complex systems,
with the only limitation deriving from the physic limits of PLCs.
The last part of this dissertation focuses on the control of automated warehouse systems which are at service or are integral part of
hyperflexible robotic workcells .

6.2 Cyber-Physical Systems
The Industrial Revolution is a concept and a development that has fundamentally changed our society and economy. The term development
may seem to indicate some tardiness in the context of a revolution,
which really signifies a rapid and fundamental change, but there is no
doubt that major alterations occurred within a relatively short period.
Industries arose and replaced small-scale workshops and craft studios.
Textile and pottery factories were the first to recognize the new dawn,
and a new infrastructure of canals and railway lines enabled efficient
distribution. It was the transition from industrious to industrial, and
the start of a boom for both. From the first mechanical loom, dating from 1784, exactly 230 years ago, we can distinguish four stages
in the ongoing process called the Industrial Revolution. That is the
way we currently look at it. The first acceleration occurred toward the
end of the 18th century: mechanical production on the basis of water
and steam. We place the Second Industrial Revolution at the beginning of the 20th century: the introduction of the conveyor belt and
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mass production, to which the names of icons such as Henry Ford and
Frederick Taylor are linked. Number three is the digital automation
of production by means of electronics and it. At present, we find ourselves at the beginning of this fourth stage, which is characterized by
so-called “Cyber-Physical Systems” (CPS). These systems are a consequence of the far-reaching integration of production, sustainability
and customer-satisfaction forming the basis of intelligent network systems and processes [vin].
CPS is a promising new class of systems that deeply embed cyber capabilities in the physical world, either on humans, infrastructure or platforms, to transform interactions with the physical world.
Advances in the cyber world such as communications, networking,
sensing, computing, storage, and control, as well as in the physical
world such as materials, hardware, and renewable green fuels, are all
rapidly converging to realize this class of highly collaborative computational systems that are reliant on sensors and actuators to monitor and effect change. A core differentiator of CPS is the tight conjoining of and coordination between cyber and physical resources,
which yields unprecedented capabilities. Traditional cyber systems
were usually considered to be the passive, dumb part in the physical world, but with CPS, we have to now take into account what is
being moved or changed in the physical world. A major difference
between CPS and a regular control system or an embedded system
is the use of communications, which adds reconfigurability and scalability as well as complexity and potential instability. Furthermore,
CPS has significantly more intelligence in sensors and actuators as
well as substantially stricter performance constraints. Today, examples of nascent CPS are emerging across sectors, such as flight control
and electrochromic cabin windows in airplanes, adaptive cruise control
and antitheft devices in cars, location services in cell phones, field devices in power grids, pacemakers in humans, robotic vacuum devices
at homes, entertainment, gaming, and haptic systems. However, many
existing systems either do not focus on cyber-physical interactions or
are far more capable of richer cyber-physical interactions [Poo10].
The economic and societal potential of CPS is believed to be tremendously greater than what has been achieved by existing systems in
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terms of autonomy, adaptability, efficiency, flexibility, and versatility. However, many technical challenges need to be addressed before
we can take full advantages of CPS. One of the major challenges is
just-in-time assembly of networked physical entities into desired capabilities. To facilitate rapid integration of physical entities to achieve
desired tasks, it is necessary to model these entities and support discovery and composition of their capabilities[HBYZ10]. Existing SOA
can be used for the modeling, management, and integration of physical entities in CPS. The capabilities of the physical entities can be
wrapped as services and SOA technologies, such as service discovery
and composition, can be applied. However, SOA models do not provide full solution and some new concepts and extensions are required.
Also, the SOA model for CPS should include a (unified) modeling approach to facilitate automated composition. Specifically, we need to
consider
• Specification of the physical entity (PE) and the services it
provides. In existing models, the service provider (the PE) is
not well defined. The providers of software services may not
be important. But the provider of physical services has critical
physical meanings. For example, a PE can only be at one location at one time and cannot provide its services out of its context.
• Specification of tasks. Task specification is critical in automated composition. The specification model should allow easy
correlation of tasks and services.

6.2.1 A cyber-physical approach to automated warehouse systems
The contribution of this section is to present a cyber-physical perspective view about the control of automated warehouse systems, where the
tradition multilevel architecture is replaced by a set of cyber-physical
components interacting each other and implementing management,
optimization and execution of handling sequences in a very distributed/modular
way. The hierarchical control architecture, explained in the second
chapter, benefits from the separation of functionalities but limits the
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modularity and flexibility of the control system, being MS and OS
implemented in a centralized way. However, the recent development
of intelligent networked embedded systems and technologies, ranging
from components and software to CPS could help to change this.
The umbrella paradigm underpinning novel collaborative systems
is to consider the set of intelligent system units as a conglomerate
of distributed, autonomous, intelligent, proactive, fault-tolerant and
reusable units, which operate as a set of cooperating entities. These
entities are capable of working in a proactive manner, initiating collaborative actions and dynamically interacting with each other to achieve
both local and global objectives.
This evolution towards global service-based infrastructures indicates that new functionality will be introduced by combining services
in a cross-layer form, i.e. services relying on the enterprise system, on
the network itself and at device level will be combined. New integration scenarios can be applied by orchestrating the services in scenariospecific ways. In addition, sophisticated services can be created at any
layer (even at device layer) taking into account and based only on the
offered functionality of other entities that can be provided as a service.
The cyber part of the control architecture in automated warehouse
systems reduces to the control algorithms implemented according to
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) programming standard. Indeed, in industrial automation the whole control functionalities are assigned to software executed on general purpose embedded
boards or PLCs, while no functionalities are assigned to the electronic
parts [Thr14].
As explained in the previous chapter, programming of automation
systems is largely based on the IEC 61131 standard and on 61499 standard. FBs, as offered by both the standards 61499 and 61131, can be
considered as an emerging architectural framework for the design of
distributed industrial automation systems making possible the implementation of multiagent and holonic control systems [Thr13]. As an
example, in [BV10] a very interesting multiagent control approach is
proposed for a baggage handling system (BHS) using IEC 61499 FBs.
In particular, it focuses on demonstrating a decentralized control system that is scalable, reconfigurable, and fault tolerant. The design fol-
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lows the automation object approach, and produces a FB component
representing a single section of conveyor. In accordance with holonic
principles, this component is autonomous and collaborative, such that
the structure and the behavior of a BHS can be entirely defined by the
interconnection of these components within the FB design environment.
As for the physical part, it can be assumed that, at a certain level
of abstraction, there is a software component for each physical unit,
e.g. a conveyor, an elevator, and so on. However, the complexity of
modern warehouse systems, like the real one considered in [BCC12b],
requires big interfaces (e.g. a carousel, shuttles, rail guided vehicles)
between cranes and picking area and so many vehicles must be used.
Furthermore, when each crane cycle involves more than one picking
and deposit, the number of SUs moved by vehicles at a time in the
interface area grows, and then a significant time is required to cover
the interface guidepath. In practice, vehicle as well as conveyors can
be moved with constant speed, can stop at the interface points to load
(unload) a SU from (to) another subsystem bay, and can vary their
speed with constant acceleration if a particular condition occur (distance between two vehicles goes under a threshold, a particular point
is reached...)[BCC12b]. To conclude, physical dynamic influence the
optimization, developed essentially in the cyber part.
Such a feedback loop between physical processes and computations encompasses sensors, actuators, physical dynamics, computation, software scheduling, and networks with contention and communication delays.

6.2.2 Cyber component model
In this section the focus is on the cyber part: a perspective view of automated warehouse system components, implementable by FB models,
is presented and the effects of the physical part reduces to the prediction of SU position through time assuming a motion with constant
speed or acceleration. Communication delays and software scheduling
are not taken into account.
To obtain a Cyber-Physical Component (CPC) each FB is associ-
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ated to a physical component (a conveyor, an elevator, etc.) to implement its cyber part where traditional and collaborative/intelligent
functionalities are implemented.
As for example, traditional functionalities are:
• Ability to move objects from one end to the other. At this aim
each component is equipped at least with a photocell at its beginning plus one at the end, and a motor drive.
• Ability to indicate readiness to receive/deliver SUs in order to
avoid inappropriate SU transfers from/to upstream/downstream
component.
• To manage the shifting of tracking data according to the real SU
movements in the plant.
Notice that conveyors implementing divert have an additional photocells, elevators are equipped with additional motors to move along
different levels. These functionalities can be easily added in a OOP
framework using inheritance.
As for example, collaborative/intelligent functionalities are:
• Ability to change speed/acceleration according to the SU weight
to save energy and/or to avoid breaking the loaded SUs.
• Prediction of SUs position on the component through time.
• Ability to cooperate with other components to implement a dynamic path building algorithm (a first contribution can be found
in [BV10]).
• Ability to choose an optimal path for a certain SUs.
Traditional functionalities represent what is called HS, while collaborative/intelligent functionalities make possibile to implement OS
and MS at a device level in a completely distributed way. Just the
warehouse location map must be centralized.
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6.2.3 Case study
The proposed approach has been used to move SUs in the automated
warehouse system prototype installed at the Automatic Control and
Robotics Laboratory of the University of Salerno, shown in Fig. 6.1(a).
It is a modular system, made up of conveyor belts and elevators
which move SUs in horizontal as well as in vertical way. The handling
system is subdivided in three zones named, respectively, Zone A, Zone
B and Zone C and each zone is subdivided in four level, (Level 1Level 4 in Fig. 6.1(b)). The system is controlled by a PLC Siemens
S300 able to acquire sensors values and command actuators by means
of three remote I/O modules, each one associated to a different zone,
which communicate with the PLC by means of a field bus.
Some conveyor belts of each zone are used as storage locations
(A3, A4, B4, B5, B6, B10, B11, C3 and C4 in Fig. 6.1(b)). Each
physical node of the system (i.e. locations, elevators, belts) together
with its FB model represents a CPC capable to define its states (running or out of order), to know its neighbours for a given direction, its
length and to set its speed/acceleration.
As for the speed/acceleration setting, in a cyber-physical perspective a lot of functionalities can be implemented in each CPC. As for
example, energy saving and SU breaking avoidance have been considered.
Energy cost varies during the working-day a node accelerates/slows
down when the energy cost decrease/rise. At this aim, each component
receives as input info about energy cost and computes the right speed.
CPC A1, which is the input point of the system, is equipped with
an RFID reader, so SUs are identified and a set of technical data, like
its weight and form factor, are acquired. Weight and form factor are
key factors in setting the speed of component to prevent the breaking
of the SU they carry on. As a consequence, each component receives
these data and set the speed to the maximum value with respect to the
SUs carried on.
For sure, dynamic path planning is another functionality that can
be implemented in a CPC of an automated warehouse. When a storage
mission has to be performed, CPC A1 sends to MS the ID number,
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in order to build the minimum length path in a distribute way; MS
identifies some possible storage locations for the item and returns back
the list to the input point. Soon after, CPC A1 sends a storage request
to each location on the list. Provided that the state of the locations
is running, they back propagate the request to all their neighbours.
Unless a node is out of order, it adds the information about its length
to the message and, in turn, back propagates the request to its adjacent
nodes, different from the sender. When the storage requests return to
CPC A1, all the feasible paths are defined: CPC A1 selects the best
one depending on its length, given by the sum of each segment it is
made of.
Fig. 6.2 shows the possible twenty-seven paths for the storage of a
SU, assumed that MS indicates B4, B5, B6, B10 and B11 as possible
storage locations to CPC A1. As more, it has been assumed that locations B4 and B5 are out of order, elevators AL, BL and CL are placed
at first, second and fourth level, respectively.
Two different methodologies have been used to develop the FBs
modeling the nodes of the system: the Codesys Development System,
compliant to IEC 61131 standard, third version, so benefiting from the
OOP; Forte, which is an IEC 61499 Compliant Runtime Environment.
Preliminary results about a novel cyber-physical approach to the
design of automated warehouse systems has been presented in this section. The results show that a lot of basic and interesting tasks can be
implemented at a device level. These tasks can include, as for example, dynamic path planning and speed setting. Future research efforts
will focus on a full integration of cyber-physical systems in the hyperflexible robotic work cell.
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Figure 6.1 (a) The prototype of automated handling system installed at the
University of Salerno; (b) its layout.
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